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volume aeven 

At length the desired observation was taken; and with his pencil upon his 
ivory leg, Ahab soon calculated what his latitude must be at that precise 
insLanL Then falling inLo a momemt' s revery, he again looked up Lowards 
the sun and murmured LO himseU; 'Thou sea-mark! thou high and mighty 
Pilot! thou tellest me truly where I am-but canst thou cast the least hint 
where I shall be? Or canst thou tell where some other thing besides me is 
this moment living? Where is Moby Dlck?This instant thou must be eyeing 
him. These eyes of mine look into the very eye that is even now beholding 
him; aye. and inLo the eye that is even now equally beholding the objects 
on the unknown, thither side of thee, thou sun!" 

Then gazing at his quadrant, and handling, one after the other, i lS 

numerous cabalistical conrrivances, he pondered again and muttered: 
"Foolish toy! babies' plaything of haughty Admirals, and Commodores, 
and Captains; the world brags of thee. of thy cunning and might; but what 
after all canst thou do, tell the poor, pitiful point, where thou thyself 
happenst to be on this wide planet, and the hands that holds thee: no! not 
one jot more! Thou canst not tell where one drop of water of one grain of 
sand will be to-morrow noon: and yet with thy impotence thou insultest the 
sun! Science! Curse thee, thou vain Loy: and cursed be all the things that 
cast man's eyes aloftLo that heaven, whose live vividness but scorches him, 
as these old eyes are even now scorched with thy light, 0 sun) Level by 
nature to this earth's horizon are the glances of man's eyes: not shot from 
the crown of his head, as if God had meant him to gaze on his fumamc:nt. 
Curse thee, thou quadrant! .. da~hing it to the deck, "no longer will r guide 
my earthly way by thee; the )e\•el ship's compass, and the level dead.rcck
oning, by log and by line: these shall conduct me, and show me my place 
on the sea. Aye, "lighting from the boatLo the deck, "thuslrrample on thee, 
thou pallry thing that feebly point est on high; thus I spit and destroy thee!" 

Hennan Melville 
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le Reve Depose 

,_Cenenuit j'ai reveque jeme pramc:n.ais a traVers Ies 'folies' de la Villene. 
• ...il war impelled by tM dui.r~ w mov~ "from pur~ matls.tm4lics 
n faisait noir et il n'y "'ait ime qui souffle . L' air etait etr.ngementlourd. 
to applied INIIMmDJjcs-... T~ princip~ of swpuimposilion of 
Et lesarbres. filtres a cafe imp-mi.ses., semi:rentlpleurerdes goutteleaes 
tltru aMUiriOmOII.S 1JSUms of poinJ.s, IW.s and SJUjocu was 
de &oudron sur le macadam d'une herbe trop longue. Le rouge vif d'un 
t!Lv~d-w PtuJ: beram.e arcJUuctrue agamsr iJself: a 
pavilion interrompit oeae fixarion. Alozs que je m'en approchais, je me 
disinutraziotL.. •a revenal of IM classical oppositjons and a 
retrouVai avec 1m couteau ala main. Le reflet-miroir de cene peau glac6e 
gOJUal tfuploamuu oft~ sysum· as lacqiU!S Durida has 
me fa.scinait et je chezch.W a p&tetrcr sa surface, ou a y laisser que! que 
wrium_. /t diminaled t~ presumption of a pre-urablished 
marque-. puisquet.outeautresignifJCarionm'etait interdite. Une surface se 
ccvualiry belwun progranvn.e, archilecrure and signifu:ation. .. 
fait si glissmt.e loo;qu'hwnide. 
the project taJ:u issML w11Jr a partiatltu pron.Ue of archiJecture, 

11411'1el], us obse.ssion wilhpresence, wilh I~ itUD of a meaning 

bemard tschunu'l 

GNOSTIQUE [gnostik]. n. (fin XVIe; gr. gnoniJr.os "qui sait''). • I' Vx. 
Celui qui ala connaissance des myste:res de la religion. • 2' Adepte de la 
pose (2) ... • 3' Tout initiateur d 'une doctrine secrete de nlut .. 

DIAGNOSTIC [djagnostik). r1.1n. (1759; de diagnonique). Action de 
dlterminer une maladied 'apra ~ symptomes {V. Simiologie) ... 'WOMb
nDnlpronostiaetdiagnostics,laiiiJlrues'itaiJQ/7UUuasQJ,Nerkmalade 
a la barh<dufl'lideci,." (Hugo). • Fig. Prevision, hypo these titeedesignes. 
• Inform. Melhode de recherche et de correction des erreurs, dans un pro· 
&rammed' ordin&teur .' 

Surface de p«n et d'Autre: 
si Je m'6coute rever, c'est que le reveil se fait senlir. 

6 

LE PROBLEME DE LA SIGNIFICATION 
DANSLEDECONSTRU~ME 

Lorsque le 'cache' en l'oeuvre d'art revele ses propres condi· 
tions d 'emergence et emporte le processus ou I' analyse au-dellde 1' a priori 
raisame, et au-dell de notre propre f mitude, il y a sou vent lieu de malaise 
et d'etonnement; encore plus, il y a lieu de d&:ouverte (Voir: connais· 
sance ). L' oeuvre transct!lllleson auteur et seret.oume vers le monde. Mais 
qu 'arrive t-illorsqu.e le message se complait essentiellement en sa propre 
gen&ation (post)strucruraliste? Peut-on alors aff'umer que l'oeuvre est 
'manifeste' -qu'elle me t.ouche parce qu'elle s'adresse a moi el a mon 
monde? On se bute si facilement au 'cacM' et, faute de point d'ancrage 
bien personnel. lemystcre devic:nt 'autre'. Cet 'autre' se fait observateur 
et ne participe plus a la vie d'une oeuvre manifeste. 

>>Voila la problhnatique: souventl' oeuvre d6lonce cette meme possi
bilit! de 'manifestation' tout c:n fuant, frustrh,l'irnmensit! d'un non
sens. Sa signification se voit r6duite a une manipulation de signes. 

>>Voila le 'sympUJmaJique': l'homme etl'oeuvre se replient sur eux
memes. L'oeuvredevientalors 'ouverte' ll'interpretationpar la societe, 
... oil elle dcmeure bennetique.• 

Dans ses ecrits, Roland Bartbes expose clairement cette "diffi. 
cultid'epoque": ily a absence des~e entre l'ideologieet la poesie. 
La po&ie, tdle qu'ill'c:ntend, est la recherche du scns inalienable des 
choses. Ecrivain et s6nioticiert, Barthes ert etait arrive a bien peser sa 
critique; ert rertdanl l'objet porteur de vent!s sociales transparent, 
!'analyse du langage comporte t.out de meme les limites de la 
denonciation. .. 

" .. .nous voguons sans cesse entre l'objet et sa 
demystification. impuissants arertdresa t.olalit!: car si 
nous penetrons I' ob jet, no us le lib&ons mais nous le 
~isons; et si nous lui laissons son poids, nous le 
respeaons, mais nous le restituons encore mystifie. '" 

Mymre ou alienation. 
Ressourceme:nt ou desi llusion? 

La desillusion prive l'homme de sa foi en son monde; en revan
che, elle lui permetaussi Iade.couvertedelarealit!qui lui reste. Les l~ns 
de l'Hist.oiresonttelles. AuXVJiesi~le, avec lacrise de lafoi religieuse, 
l'homme se t.oume vers la Nature et s'ouvre lla pensee scientifique. Le 
phenomene observe est alors sourniJ au dieu de la raison expaimentale. 
Aujourd • hui,les valeurs premieres decem on de no us sont etrangeres, et sa 
coh&ence s' effrite. L' on do it a nou veau faire face a notre clesillusion. Les 
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Richard de la Rlva 

instruments de la lheorie se toument contre ellc: diconslruclion I Et puis 
quoi encore? Vers quoi allons-nous? Si I' on tente plut.Ot de saisir notre 
trajectoire ·de confronter notre passe. de devincr un futur-la revelation de 
l'ctrc tran!:cendc toute lheorie. Au-delades encyclop&lics, des repertoires 
de monuments et de fa~ades, au-dela des instincL~ et des facultcs. il y a 
pnses de conscience. L'hommc intcrprete: il fa~onnc son monde a son 
1magc et nournt son cspo1r. 

"Le rcstc n ·est.. . qu' intellect, un tristc cxcrcice qui ne 
mencnullepart; audcbutcclanous amuse,ctpuiscela 
nous prive, fmalcmcnt ccla nous mble a notre 
dcscspoir et I' on se detcste. "6 

LE OESIR ET L'IMPOSSIBILITE DEL' AUTRE 

L'avant-gardc s'esttoujours penchec sur la critique et sur la 
reforme d'une rcalite qui s'cssouffle. L'individu confrontc encore et 
toujourscctte Situation. L'architecte. artiste. pcrmeta l'individud'e"olucr 
en donnant corps a cettc nouvellc realitc ... Comment peut-on. doit-on.la 
saisir? 

Littcrature. psychiatric, erotisme Cl desir sont lcs themes qui 
reapparaissent souvent dans lcs premiers tcxtes polemiques de Bcrnard 
Tschumi, architecte. lltcntedcreforrnuler la possibilited'uncarchitecture 
qui opere au scin d'une dichotomie projection/experience. Cc repertoire. 
depositairc de significations strucrurales, jctte le pont entre la lheorie et la 
pratique. Etirer les 'lirnites' de ces deux mondcs. c'est en redessiner les 
marges et atteindrc une nouvelle aulhenticite. 

L 'int~ret que Tschumi pone a la psychanalyse et en particulier 
dans les travaux deJacques Lacanrevelc bien la nature 'impossible' de sa 
mise en ocuvre. Ainsi il dcvient apparent qu'unc corporcitc fondee sur 
l'cxpcricncc a une contre-partie intellccwaliscc ... 

Le desir scion Lacan est le desir d'un absolu. 'autre' que tout 
autre, que !'enfant ne satisfait pas au se in de sa mere, oujarnaL~. Le desir 
du Jail matemel devient desir de la mere et de J'omnipotcncc qu'il veut 
s'assujctir -jeux de devotion, d'amour et de pouvoir. L'objet premier de 
dcsir, dans IOUie sa realite physique scnlic, par contre, s'estompe. Et a 
mesure que I' on cherche eel 'invisible' dans le visible, le dem dcvicnt 
intarissable. L'homrnescrute le VISible en chcrchanl a saisir lemystcrcdu 
regard et son dcsir rend I 'ocil voluptueux... L 'oeil, organe phalhque, a ete 
coupe du regard qu'il ne possooeraJamais. En acceptant sa castration 
originale, l'oeil se resout a dcvcnir ce regard innaccessible que !'autre 
dcsue tant.1 

L 'histoire du complexe d'OEdip~ est encore unc refom1ulation 
psychiatrique du dcsir frustre: la libido infantile, privce des processus pri
maires de satisfaction. evolue irremCdiablement vcrs undesir de vie C'cst 
encore a !'autre que s'adressc l'individu. Sa propre castration s'ensuit 
puisqu 'il doit s 'identifier au corps objective m1s de,·antlui par le miroir, 
et par ces miroirs que sont les regards des autres. L'homrne lui·milme se 
reduirait a I 'objet-signc.l'idealde !'autre. L'homme lui·mcme sepcrdrait. 
mesure de son alienation. 

L'alteritede Lac an, ceuc altcritcdcconstructivi,te, est un appcl 
a la reintegration du membre castrC: il se doit d'ctre ainsi ... Autrcment 
l'allcritc subsistc sculement dans l'e\igc.nce de sa propre dHaite. • Un 
individu ca.~trc n'cst· il pas privc de sa facullc de reproduction? 

... Et si l'assouvissemcnt impossible de l'ocil dans le regard 
n. ctait pas un invcstisscmcnl a pcrte dans J'espacc de la di!Jircncc, mais 
ctait base sur l'eros amour de la vcritc et de la r<~alitc ph)·sique? On 
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risquerait peut-Ctremoinsdesenoyerdans lediscoursdel'autre. Le visible 
revetirait alors de nouveau volont~ et signification, au-lieu de cares5er la 
surface 'erotique' de J'oeil. La m~iation du 'd~ir'. tel que dkrite plus 
haul. c5t Wle r&Juction du phenomene de la vie par la psychiatric, et 
dCmontre effcctivement que la crwion structuraliste cache une lame a 
double tranchanl. Lederonstrucuvisme s • alignedangereusement surceue 
voie redulle de I' ex periencc. In exlrenus. on le di l alors nihiliste. Non, le 
phenomene est encore poneur de verites. (Deso!e Bemard.) 

'Thesou1's reality is based upon corporeal rnatttr, not 
the latter upon the soul." Husserl,/du.n Ill 

1. B. Tschurni discutanlson pro jet. Archit«tu.ral Design 58; "Pare de la 
Villette. Paris", no. 314-1988, Londres. pp. 32-39. 
2. ThierrydeDuve, Nomina.lisme Piclu.ral, Ed.deMinuit. Paris. 1984, p.9. 
3. Definitions lirees du P~lil Roberr 1. dictionna.ire alphabetique et analo
gique de la langue fran~aise, Paris. 1977. 
4. Le danger, tel que je le pcr~is. est que l'oeuvre prennesonsensdans un 
processus autonome et indifferenL .. Essentiellemenl, la conscience de la 
pr~cnce de J'homme se pcrd avec le relativisme des valeurs, relati"isme 
deverilis. L'experiencevivanteducachesed~agregedansl'&tondd'une 
absence intellectualisee. Pour une discussion plus large, consulter 
"L'activite structuraliste", Essai.s criliques par Roland Barlhes, Ed. du 
Seuil, 1964: " ... on recompose I 'objectpow- faire apparaitre des fonctions, 
etc'est, si l'on peut dire,lechemin qui fait J'oeu\-re; c'estpourcela qu'1l 
fa ut parler d' activite, pluti>t que d' oeuvre structuraliste." p. 216. 
5. R. Barthes, My1hologies. Ed. du Seuil. 1957, p. 247. 
6. Jose Ortega y Gasset. 1/i.slory as a Syslon. (Ceue traduction est la 
mienne.) Pour d'autres discussions de !'evolution historique de la con
science humaine, voir Georges Gusdorf, MJW ~~ Mhaphysique., A.am
marion, Paris, 1984. 
7. Jacques Lacan, u sinUnair~: Livre. XI, /Q qual re conuprs fondanrLn· 
tat.a d~ lapS)chanaly.te, Ed. du Seuil, Paris, 1964. Demontrcr l'antinomie 
de )a vision Cl du regard avait le but d'll.teindre le rcgistre, fondamenta) 
pour la pensee de Freud. de J'objet perdu. Ainsi le fantasme subotdonne 
la position du sujet dans le monde. Ccue position fait c:ontrl51e I la rccon· 
struction onrologique de Mcrleau-Ponty: en cffet. u visible eJ finvi.sibl~ 
parolssail dans la mime annie. 
8. Alphonso Lingis, PhltWminological Explancllioru. Marrinus Nijhoff 
Publishers, 1896, p. 101. 

Riclwd<hlaRivaoblaiNdhl.tBachclorofArcluuct~.r~tkgr~eaJ/.alla/Uni· 
versuyandistWwworkinr:onhisMa.sltrO~gruaJ M cC ill /le inJends to 
rCITIIlin inMOIIIrealfora liJllewhik. 
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M a tt F isher 

Arc~itecture in t~e S~ace of 
Difference 

I. HermeneutJcs and the Dialeclk or 
Hl~ory and flcdoo 

In !M writings or Paul RJcoeur l.be ber
meneutk projKtls presented as l.be ~eory 
of the operations or UDdtrsb.Ddiug in their 
relation to l.be IDtupretatJon of tuts''.1 Here 
'text' Is UDdeMitood &S aD) discourse ri.Rd 
aud pr~ned by writing. Wil.b this precise 
ddlDition Rlcoeur l.bt~i remains faJthfnJ to 
l.be tradition or hermeneutlcs as set fortb by 
Wllhelm Dllthey ID the 19th C. Yet ID his own 
work the hermeneutlc project b expanded to 
tal.:e Into COD'iJderatlon other phenomena 
that exhibit some if not most or the character
Istics oCtbe tnt, such as meauiugful action. It 
lsba thlsli$thtlbat thewoi'J.ofart,orarchltK
ture, may also be conor;ickred ID the terms or 
bermeneut.io. The work o( art/ architecture 
is f1rq a "Worl.;', fixed and prcsened, wbose 
meaning 1 ultimately autooomous to the 
subjective IDtentlom of Its author/creator.1 

In aD these cbaracterlstlcslt Is consistent wftb 
the paradl~ or the text. More fundamen
tally, bowenr,tbe work of art I architecture 
opens up and dlsclo&H a world unique to tbe 
w-ork, and Into wblcb I could project one of 
m} oWDmost p<K:Sibllltles.l Thb is the 
'moment or understandlug' that defines the 
bermeneutk problem as interpretation: the 
projection or m}self Into the l\Orld of the 
work as a structure or "being-in-the-world" 
(Held~er). 

To the extent that architecture may be 
poken or In t~ terms, what then would be 

the lmpUcatlom or a ~rartl~ of the berme
oeutk project as 11 is artkulated b) Rlcoeur 
onto tbe theoiJ and practlu or this art'! 
Afalnst the background of the cultural trans
formations that ban 'lrtuall} redefined the 
archit«t'li 'metier' lnce the be1!lnnlngorthe 
SclentiJ'Ic Rn-olutlon, a bermeneutk:s of 
archltl!Clure ~rfl) ronstltutes a !Jllft In 
priorities. lbe domination of Instrumental 
and economic values In the mainstream or 
architectural production Is challenged b) a 
fundamental recon lderatlon or the problem 
or 'meaning' luetr. . , rom a hermeneutlc 
perspecthe this reconsideration maat be 
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I caMOt lie. 

I am not a phi/osaphsr. nor am I a historian. 
I am working towards becom1t1g an architect, but 

I SBf1tn ro spend all my tine writing; wntlng about 

p/Wosophy ..,..,rmg aboUt h1stoty, wnong about 
wnting. Scratching words onto th1s paper, I 

cannot be su!T1 as ro th91rimplications. As for the 

rrurh, 

I can only speculate. 

My speculatiOns he1T1 take the form of a 
rough sketch, a pre/immary worlc burdened by 
too many intentions Without the refinement nec
essary for a complete and final statement. That 
1s a task for others, others who seek the abso
lute. My ambitiOns here are more PfOvisional: to 
rrace the outlines of a CIOSSJng (X). a space (or 
gap'), betwoen Arclutecrure and HermeneutJcs 
from which to ntlate a reconsideratiOn of the 
posSJbt'JitJes of contemporaty architectural the· 
ory IJIId prac!IC6. Yet this 'space of possibilities' 
will not be drawn out. win not be rendered s1mply, 
by lollowing well established prinoples or argu· 
ments ltemergos rather from acerralfld•splace· 
moot. or radiC8.f,zatlon, of the hermoneutJc prOJ· 
ect ttself; that rs, as 8 PfOposal for 8 'radical 

hermeneutJcs~ undertaken as an arch•tectura/ 
strategy. 

placed within a framework or the 'already 
meaningful'- a liCieoce of that which man has 
made: history. 

In search of the potentialities of the 
prec;ent within the traces of the past, theOIJ 
and practice are reconclled in a hermeneutlcs 
of architecture as a strategy for the recovery 
or meaning at the level or makiog'lnterpreta
tlon! The hlor;torlcal text/artifact, and the 
world that lt opens up, establishes a ground 
for Interpretation, the creative yet critical 
taking of a or;tand in relation to the architect's 
personal 'hlstorla'. But thlscan no longer be 
a 'making' in the traditional sense, a mimtsis 
(or representation) of a shared transcenden
tal order of the physis as revealed in the stars. 
The modem world has abandoned that 
mythos in Us pursuit of reason. Looking 
rather to the artifacts themselves -the text'i, 
buildings, and works or art from the past- the 
hermeneutlcs of makln~ as interpretation 
becomes a mirrusis or the shared order of 
history. The world as made replaces the 
order of the CO'il110S, to which we no longer 
ha\·e accec;s, as the shared ground for action 
and meaning. And truth . 

To uncover the roots of tbls concern for 
history In contemporary hermeneutics we 
must look back to the late 19th Century to the 
WTitiogs ofDIIthey. Here for the nrst time the 
hermeneutlc problem became truly a philo
sophkal and epistemological one: the elabo
ration of a critique or historical knowledge as 
solid as Kant's critique or the natural sd
ences.5 In the writings of Martin Heldegger, 
however, this connection of hermeneutlcs to 
the epistemological concerns or the human 
sciences was to be subordinated to a more 
fundamental, ontological Investigation Into 
tbe nature or understanding as a mode of 
Bting. The problem of the human !iCience!t, 
and of historical knowledge In particular, has 
resurfaced neverthetes... lo contemporary 
hermeneutlc thought with the attempt to 
reconcile the rtn estllbllshed by Heldegger 
between ontology and epistemology.' The 
ground for thl. reconciliation 1.\ perhops 
mo..t convincingly articulated In the work or 
Paul Rlcoeur, whose lnvestlgatloru. Into the 
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11. Inhabiting the Gap 

I can only speculate. 

In this investigallon of 1he dialectical rela
tionship of history and fiction something passes 
unnoticed The arguments are thorough and 
rigorous, yet something rema1ns unspoken, 
1mplicit 1n the foundallon of this disltncbon and 
the guarantee of Its truth. lt IS the truth itself. 

To inscribe historical and fictional dis
courses into the structure of narrativity, into the 

teleology of the plot, 1s already to identify them 
with the representation (or mimesis) of the real, 
of truth The narrative function is not a neutral 
structure independent of the question of refer
ence. As the representation of reality, 1t is the 
structure of the truth in discourse. 

Similarly, it is on the basis of truth that the 
dichotomy between history and fiction is simulta
neously reconciled and reinstated In truth and 
narrative, history and fiction are united in the 
cross1ng of their opposed referential modes to 
bring to language our very historicity: the truth of 
our existential experience of historical being. 

One is pressed to ask, however. what (or 
who) is served in maintaining the distinction 
between history and fiction The dialectlc be
tween the real and the possible which 'truly' 
underlies th1s division occupies both genres. Is 
it simply a matter of degree? Both history and 
fiction tell us something about who we think we 
are relative to who we are not, i.e.: through an 
understanding of another, the "other". In what 
manner of truth then are they ultimately distin
guishable? 

The question, 'ultimately', is of an histodca/ 
nature To begin with it is worth recalling that the 
concepts of 'history' and 'fictJon' have only re
cently attained such significance as to be consid
ered in terms of a fundamental dialectic. Never
theless, the distinction is prefigured, I win sug
gest, 1n the separation of logos from mythos 
with the discovery of philosophy in Ancient 
Greece H1story is 1mplicicit in the domination of 
the logos over the mythos History is first the 
reJection of the meaning of the mythos. the 
reduction of myth to the status of fictiOn. The 
truth of H1story is the history of the Truth. u 

The dialectiC of history and f~ebon conse· 
quently can be seen as the insbtubonalization of 
the realm of the true, the real, as distlnct from the 
non-true or Imaginary (if not simply a lie) The 
separation, repeating that of the logos from the 
mythos , preserves tho domination of the former 
and plays a fundamental role 1n shaping our 
understanding of the world •structuring that 
which is to occupy the central arena of Interest 1n 

the theatre of realuy, and that which is to be 
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problem or history and blstorlcaJ knowledge 
will be taken as the baslsfortbedlscusslon to 
follow. 

Thedeclslvestep ln RJcoeur's anaJysls or 
historical experience Is taken when be Intro
duces the concept or the narrative function 
Into the problem of understanding. As Ri
coeur points out, the rerountJng or history 
constHutes a sophisticated ronn rA "story
teiUng" whose intelllgibOity Is determined by 
the extent to which the events recaUed are 
understood to contribute to the development 
or a plot .1 Traditional "sclentinc" of "pbysi· 
caJ" theories of explanation faU In tbls regard 
to recognize the role or the narntive function 
ln conferring meaning on otherwise slngular 
bJ.storlcal events by placing them within tbe 
larger configuration or a story. Without this 
fundamental dimension an event cannot 
properly be called blstorlcal. 

At the same tJme 1t can be said that it is 

the narrath-e function whlcb gives to history 
Its spectnclty wltbln the humau sciences 
wbJJe conversely tying it to the narrathe 
genre as a whole.• Rlcoeur's examination or 
the narrative function ln history ln this sense 
must be seen as only part or a broader study 
of aJI the dherse forms of the "game" or 
storytelling and their relation to the human 
experience or temporaJit). Indeed lt ls 
Rkoeur's centraJ thesl that " narratlvlty Is 
the mode or discourse through which the 
mode or belng wblcb we call temporality, or 
temporaJ being, Is brought to lan.guage".'We 
must recognlz.e consequently that our ~rl
ence or historicity, as a fundamental dimen
sion or temporal being, Is accessible ln lan
guage only within the structure or narratfv
lty. 

The unity or the narrative genre lllld Its 
temporaJ slgntncance ls threatened, how
enr, by a m-.]or dichotomy at the level or 

relegated to the margins·. 11 Woven into the web 
of values that underlie all our lhooghts and 
actions, in architecture as in all disciplines, the 
maintenance of this cf~alectlc has carried pro
found consequences. it is embodied m the world 
which we have made 

If one is to engage in any substantJal recon
siderabOn of the question of meanmg in architec
ture (or any other field), if we are to push beyond 
the boundaries of this logoc:entric universe of 
thought towards some (any) form of a recovery ol 
myth, it will only be possible when these ciaJec.. 
beat relationships and implicit hierarchies- the 
whole metaphysiCs of truth- are challenged The 
question would seem ID be how? We cannot 
simply step outside of metaphy"cs ; the out£1de 
has always be absorbed as one of the moments 
of the inside. 11 Nor can we smply reverse rt the 
dialectic would remain. We must inhabit it. 
rather. and step through it The questiOn, there
fore, 1s not one of 'how ',but 'Where'? 

One need look no farther than AlcoetJ(s 
lext on the diStinction between h1stoJy and fic
tion. At the crossing (a chiasm perhaps) of the 

two genres. of the real and the possible. we 
confront the structure of difference m both in 
histofy. the distance between ourselves and the 
other which is our past, in ficiJoo the distance 
between the worlds of magi nation and everyday 
~le In the cross1ng (X), we discover a gap, the 
space rnside the dialectic into whic:ti we must 
relocate the problem of mearrng if we are ID step 
through the metaphysiCS ot truth The dialectic 
implodes into the gap (chaos) . the space or 
differencs 

lt is here, Within this space, that lhe herme
neutic projeCt as a project of "difference· must be 
ar1lculated. From Ricoeur we borrow the basic 
terms of ltle hermeneutic problem, a problem of 
understand1ng and interpretation. At its root 
exists the dialectic of cistanaation ("more pnml
tive than the opposition ol speaking to wntJng 
and whiCh IS already a part of oral discourse qua 
d'soourse·u) which giws rise 10 lhe problem as 
such lt is lhe distance (or "diHerence·) al tne 
heart of discourse and symbolization, exempi
lied rr10s t directly and clearty wlthe •text". Oi stan
ciation 1s the very condition of 11'118rpretaDOn, and 
consequently, undetstancltng, lor there 111 under· 
stand10g only from and through a cistance to the 
sJQns of humamty embodied 10 cultural wOOls 
To understand is first to understand oneself 1n 

front of a wOIWtext and to reoerve from 1t the 
concibOns tor a self other than lhat which ex1s~ 
pnor ID Interpretation, an unfolding of lhe world ol 
thework ., 

& t 111 front of the wen. ulbmalely, we con
front the distance. the gap betwoen WOI1dl' that 
of tho work and that Wlthin ourselves This is the 
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"nfermce" I.e., In the UUnt to wbkb aD 
oarnth~ eau justly claim to represent tbe 
trw11e • The dh-ersity of the narntive neld ls 
con~ueotly dhlded between those narn
thes which are ~ognlud as holding a sub
standal trutb-<laJm,such liS history and bklg
rapby, and ftctlonal narntives dnwn from 
the Imagination. This .. Irreducible asymme
try''" would op~ blstoric:al reality to fic
tional ru.llty thus undermining tbe claim 
that all modes of narratln refer to the trmpo
nl uperkna of hlstoridlJ. 

To counter this dlcbotomy and support 
bisargameat, Rlcoeur has attempted tosbow 
bow In fact aD narntlns, historical and nc
doaal, make a referential claim to the truth, 
altbougb In dJITerent ways. In the case of 
historical narntllti, the claim is generally 
weD KCrpttd. Yet Rkoeur empba.siz.es the 
extent to wbkb the blstoric::al tat must also 
be recoga.lzrd as a .. Utenry art:lfact''11 with a 
greater degree~ Imaginative reconstruction 
than we often admlL Nevertheless lt is still 
justlf1ed In Its claim to be a representation of 
past reaUI), and thus the truth. Its reference, 
bowner, is "'indirect", for the historicaJ 
world Is accessible only tbrougb traces- the 
documents and archhes from the past. 

The referential status of ftctioa. on the 
other ll&Jxl, Is ex.amlDed wflhlll the concept or 
.U.Uis, dnwn from Aristotle's dlscussion 
oltr~yla tbe Pod.lcs. Ricoear, foDowing 
~tle, prt:SeDts rkUoa as a IIWusis or 
na.UtJ- notslmpll au lmltatloo ID the sense or 
a "copy", but nther a c:reatln lmltatJoo, au 
'ic:oalc augmentat1oa or the hum a world or 
action" .•: The structure and meanlag or tbe 
..U..Cu, bowe~er, Is estabUsbed by the 
•:flhos, or 'fable', wblcb Aristotle Identifies 
asthussenceoftragedy. Tblsc:onjunctionor 
lbutytlaos and milnftis Is taken by Rlcoeur 
as the paradigm for the referential claim or 
riction, a "productJ\'e" reference. Fiction 
remakes reaUty, prescrlblnR a new meaning, 
wblle slmultaneou51y suspeodlng reference 
to the ordinary world and ueryday lan
guage. la tbb~, finally, lt b ldeatlfled as 
lloldlng a "spUt" reference.U 

HlstClr) and rktJon, therefore, must 
both be en to ban a refereatlaJ claJm, 
thougb admittedly or dltTereat orders. Fur
ther, it b Rkoeur's posit loa that the Indirect 
rderenet ol 'true histories' and the split rer
erenff or 'nctlonaJ hlstoriH' crou upon the 
basic hlstorldty or human experience, and 
that only In this cr~ng oftbe 'true' and the 
'fktlonal' cu our hb.torldty be brought to 
language, within the tructure or narratlvltv. 
"'four hlstorkal condition requires nolhl~g 
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space of self-4.1nderstan<ing, where we come to 

recognize necesSity, and perhaps meamng. 
ln8rpretation, lherefore, I'TlOfe than Simply un
folding the world of the wen, seeks to uncover 
lh1s space of cifference, but 10 uncover it m the 
realization of anolher work, i e.: at the level of 
making Herein lies the "nlcicalization" of the 
hermeneutlc project: the opening of the herme
neulic circle m10 a labyrinth, the mythical symbol 
and "pnmorcial ideaoz• of architecture, as the gap 
(chaos) between bir1h and death. Interpretation 

and appropriation, understanding and self
understanding. are re-msaibed 1n this order as 
lhe ~ties of ~. We are always "read
ing" and "Wn!Jng", il8rpretlng and oons1ructing, 

not 1'1 search of a first or onginaty lrulh, but of the 
gap, lhe space of ciftelliOCe (between the real 
and lhe possible, the past and the future, the text 
and the worid) which IS the condition- the possi
bility- of meaning, and perhaps myth. Under
slancftng as a mode of being consequently giVeS 

way to interpretauon/making as a mode of living, 
caughllll a labynnth between its entry (birth) and 
the center(dealh}. 

Archrtedure uncovers the gap, has already 
constructed the gap, in the order of the labynnth 
and the choros, the my1hical symboVstructures 
of archaic Greece. The choros was the space of 
ntual." a place of re-enactment and recovery of 
the chaos, or abyl5, from whence the world 
onginated accordilg to myth. 11 shares with lhe 

labynn:h the order of primorcial, mythical space 
-chora, also linked erymologica!ly to chaos and 
the gap Chora is the space of archdecture and 
myth pnor to the recllc:bon of ntuallo tragedy. 1t 
IS. I suggest, the ·spece of d1fferenoe· 

At a Similar level of 5pec\llation 1t ts also 
wor1h oon11donng the no1100 of the chiasmus or 
chi (X), to which Dedalua, legendary architect of 
the labyrinth and lhe choroa, has also been 
linked The chissmus is a aossing, both a 
spatial and metoncal place, a riddle or gateway 

less than the conJunction of two narrative 
genres, 11 Is because or the very nature or our 
experience or 1Hi11g hlstorkal."1• The true 
histories uncover and preserve the "other'' 
that lsthepast In Its difference with respect to 
ourselves, reveaUng the buried potentialities 
or the present. Fktlon, OD the other band, 
leads us to the very beart or reality, the Le
henswelt Olre-world). In the real we see the 
possible, whlle In the possible we confront the 
reaL But lt ls the function or the crossing to 
malntaJn the separation or the true and the 
nctlonal, and tbus a gap remains between 
hlstorkal writing and literature, distinct In 
referenet. 
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at which ord1nary spabal relabons collapse: 
•extenSion reduced to a po~nt, bme to eternrty" u 
Is this not the rediscovery of chora at the po~nt of 
crossing; the space, perhaps, with1n the dialec
tic? While I am unable to 'truly' confirm this 
association of the chiasmus with chora, the 
'presence' of the •architect"/ artisan Dedalus in 
this riddle cannot go unnoticed. 

In more contemporary terms the 1dea/figure 
of the gap/crossing can be Identified 1n the worX 
of several of the more provocative architects and 
arbsts in the twentieth century. Investigating the 
nobon of the ·cross-over", John Hejduk ap
proaches the problem of constructing the space 
of difference. lt is ftrst realized in the early 'Wan 
House' proj&Cts in a very direct manner. The waU 
materializes the cross-over condibon, the space 
between; the gap becomes solid, a concrete 
metaphor. Hetduk speaks of 1t as the CfOSS· 
section of a thought. lt is neutral, indestuctlble, 
like the chora of Plato. The chora reappears 1n 
the 'Masque' protects for Bertin, Hejduk's more 
recent wo11< lt is revealed first as the space 
between the face and a mask: aga1n, the cross
over. The masque then attempts to construct 
this space as a gap within the fabriC of the 
modem (metaphysical) city. lt is no surpnse that 
the labyrinth and the theatre ( choros ) figure 
prominently. 

Speculations ..• 

In h1s wol1< The Bride Stripped Bare by 
Her Bachelora, Even Marcel Ouchamp rea>n
sidered the painter's task: a delay in glass. 11 1s 
the delay- the "lag inherent in any Signifying 
act""- that opens up the space of difference 
Duchamp investigated this difference, w1th pate
physical ngour, in stereoscopy, in the •pnnciple 
of the htngo· (the line of a fold, a crossing), in the 
phenomenon of the "1nfrath1n", and most clearly 
1n the "s1gn of accordance·- the gap (at once 
separation and umty) between the real and the 
possible. between technology and desU"O, love 
and VIOlence. Th1s gap 1s 'constructed' in both 
the Large Glass (consider the diVIding honzon 
bar) and the "Etant Donn6s" (consider the door) 

Finany (towards no end other than my own) 
it IS the wnttng of James Joyce, the labynntMext 
that IS Flnnegana Wake, that reveals the chal· 
lenge for archttacrure as a radical hermeneubcS, 
the opening of a space of poss1btl11Jes from which 
to 1n1bate the reoonstrucbon of moanmg ancllhe 
(re)creabon of myth As the "abmhthsabon of the 
etym•,u Joyce·s prOJOCt undertakes to recon· 
struct language from the abyss, the chaos of 
Babel. History and ficllon have here lost th&tr 
d1sbnct10n; only writing remams. But from this 
wnbng w1th1n the gap. Within the space of differ-
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ence (between past and present- the "'lo.v of an 
eternal presenru). Joyce reveals to us a chance, 
a poss.bil1ty however tentative, to construct 
myth. In some eyes it may appear only as 
gibbensh (•bababadalgharaghtakamminar
ron konn bronntonneroun ntuon nth unntro varr • 
hounawnskawntoohoohoordenenthumuk'"7 '), 

and beyond the limits of reoognilion (consider 
Oatllel Libeskinds Th•trum MundJ). Pamaps 
this is the chance we must take, a nsk of neces
Sity, if we are to see wrth Zara:hustra the •great 
noontide" 
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He An~elic View: 

Arc~itectural Orawin~s as Won~erful Demonstrations (I) 

To consolidate his theory of image-construction. Giambattista 
Vicopromoted 1wmcntal glossary of images" (Vico 1744: I. 9; #473-482), 
a thesaurus ofint.elligible wm•cnals embodied in meaningful theoretical 
un1gcs. Angels belongs to this Viconian compendium ofimages. Angels 
are not things but are like the things themselves. Massimo Caciari 
(1 :155)has pointed outthatwonly the angel free from demonic destiny 
poses the problem of representation.." Angels ha.., e the consistency of the 
thing stnce they have the symbolic primacy. From this angelic point of 
vie-. it is then possible to swe that in architecture eac:h angle is an angel. 
Dc:monstming 1 possible agenda of architectural research. this statement 
is m itself an image "''hich belongs to Vice's glossary of images. This is 
an:se:uch. which uses imaginative knowledge instead of normative data. 

The instrumental representation· angle' as image belongs to the 
Viconianmcntalglossaryoftheoretical images when it is connected with 
its ~mbolic representation 'angel'. The two terms-angle and angel
share 1 possiblecommonetyrnological rooL Suggesting the procedure for 
fmding guidance in the stars. this root origina1es in a idiom used by the 
early Medituranem sailon. The imagining of angels, guiding essences, 
"'as a "'BY of findmg angles necessary to the sailors to determine the 
direction for reaching ufely the land. In architecture this traditional 
chiasm of symbolic and instrumental representation is recorded-m an 
oblUJUC '"ay--by Vitruvius (Book I. vi.4 ), in his explanation of the planning 
of the 'angles' of cities, using as epitome, the Tower of Winds in Athens. 
This Hellenistic edifice incorporates both the representations of the winds 
as f~ures of angels z:nd as the mgles of the direction. This etymological 
exphna11on belongs lO the realm of necessary fables.2 Such fables are 
associations of imagUative class conceptS (Vico 's generi fantastici) by 
"'hich it is possible to produce significant artifacts. An instance of the 
fruitful power of lhe angelic images is the linguistic growing of the 
designation of the angular image contained in the word 'temple'. which 
presenu us with the aporia of the angel of lime. 
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The basic word toneyos (lt:mpu.s),lemplum signified 
nothing other than bisection. intersection: .according 

1:0 the terminology of later carpenters two crossing 
raftersorbeams still constituted azemplum; thence the 
signification of the space thus divided was a natural 
development; in tempus the quarter of the heavens 
(e.g. the east) passed into the time of the day {e.g. the 
morning) and thence in1:0 time in general (Usener, 
quoted by Cassircr, 1955, p. I 07 ). 

In thepresentstatu.o;of architectural production. the envisioning 
ne gales construction, especially in the unders landing of the translation that 
occurs between drawing and building. The past interpretation of this trans
lation was that an architectural drawing is a graphic projection of a 
deceased, or existing, or furure building. The present condition of the 
phenomenon is that a building is a uanslation in built form of 'pre
posterus' drawings. In the past the symbolic and the instrumental repre
sentation were unified in the building, and the drawings were seen as 
inslrumental represcntalions, the translation was also a transmutation 
through construction. In the present reality, however, the union of the 
symbolic and instrumental representation in the building depends on their 
presence and union in the drawing. The transmutation should take place 
in the drawings. In the drawings, angles should transfigure themselves in 
angels. 

An understanding of the present aporia of representation in 
architecture can be gained by analy 1Jng the role of the architecrural project 
which must evolved from being a professional service 1:0 become a critical 
tool for the shaping of human inhabiting. A productive approach to a 
critical architectural project is achievable only if the complexity of the 
angelic image is preserved. This is possible only through 1radical change 
of our understanding of the role of drawings in architecture. Drawings 
must be conceived within an angelic gv.e since building should be built 
within the same gaze. Drawings are graphic rcpre8entation anaJogously 
related 1:0 the built world through a corporeal dimcn.~ion and embodying in 
themselves the chiasm of conceiving and constructing. Drawings are 
specific acts of demonstration belonging to an architectural encyclopedia.. 
which is a thesaurus or angelic images. 
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In architectural research. theuseofthe intelligible universals has 
produced catalogues, or building codes, or dictionaries, whereas the use of 
imaginative universals has produced treatises or discourses, or encyclope
dias.' Dictionaries and catalogues are assemblages of defmitions of archi
tectural parts, elements and artifacts, based on a model of definition 
structured by genera, species, and differentiae, generally known as the 
Porphyrian tree. This is a procedure which generates univocal meaning 
and auempts to restrict any interprelalive processes. Treatises and ency
clopedias are presentations of the parts of architecture through a system 
which can be equated lOa net, and works like a Roget's Thesaurus.• A 
Roget's is a practical book and it is not concerned with the idea of 
classifying, a setting of orderly listed definitions, but rather, as the subtitle 
states, it is "Arranged so as to Facilitate the Expression of Ideas and 
Assist ... in Composition." The scope is to generate an understanding of 
meaning through interlocked clusters of signifiers. It is a difficult book to 
use: in a Foreword to an alphabetized version of it. it is stated "a frustrated 
writer seeking help in Roget's founds himself wandering in a (labyrinth) 
where each turn of thought promises to produce the desired synonym''! 
(Laird 1971 :vi). 

The names listed in the dictionaries are theomona, pure names 
which monals laid down believing them to be true" (Parmenidcs frag. 
8.39). In utterances, omonaareused as graphic conventions, templates and 
graphic standards are used in design production. An instrumental presence 
in architectural projects, a template "in nothing other than the reJresenta
tion of the entity in the doxaof mortals" (Caciari 1988: 157). From a critical 
point of view "names (omona) and templates belong to the realm of opinion 
to which the trulyreallhingescapes". Names and templates "are in no case 
stable. Nothing prevents the things that are now called round from being 
called straight and the straight round" (Plato Seventh letter 343a-b). The 
outcome of this instability is that "the representation by the means of the 
name does not give the thing but the doxa around the thing" (Caciari 
1988: 158). A public relation statement made by Arquitectonica. a fashion
able architectural fii'ITI in Miami, is an affirmation of the power of an 
architectural doxa. Produced using a contrived style generated by the use 
of Russian Constructivist templates mixed with the templates of successful 
speculation developers within the Cartesian look of isometric drawings. 
Arquitectonica designs are object-like buildings which can be located 
anywhere at any time, but this careful edited piece of public relation 
utterance affii'JTIS that: 

"Arquitectonica 's approach to design is both modem 
and conte:uual. The design seeks conceptual clarity 
and freedom of the limitation of style. Architecture is 
conceived to capture the intangible spirit of place and 
time by recognizing place and tune as two equally 
important elements of conte:tt" (S.C.A.l.A., 1989). 

v o I u m c: seven number 3 

---

This is a clear case where the steps in an architectural project are 
solely translation. Drawings are translated in built forms.. Buildings arc 
translaied in verbal forms. and as an old Italian saying states: trotbutori, 
lrodilori (translators, traitors). 

The nature of the traditional interpttwion of the translation 
from drav.ings to buildings can be understood Lhrou&}l the myths of origin 
of drawing and of the construction of the Temple. For the construdion of 
the Temple, on the mount Sinai, Jeho.,.ah. the divine archite<:t. shov.-s 
Moses. the mortal builder. the designs of the future sancnwy tha1 he has 
to build for him and warns him .. _.and loolc thou make them after their 
patterns which was ~hew thee in the mount" (Exodus 25:9.4). Tbe myth 
of the origin of drawing. as it has handed dav.n to posterity by Pliny the 
Elder, tells us the story of Dibout.ades tracing the shadow of her departing 
lovers on a wall. These traditional drawings uemerelyjigs and templates; 
they are an intermediary step of a design pro jcction. where the interpreter 
is the architect. The drawing are then pre-posterus tools. ln the present 
situation, the drawings must become demonstrations of architecture, they 
ha\'c to be pro-sperus tools for the bui1der not a prescription but angelic 
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images showing Lhe nature of a construction. These graphic demonstra· 
lions are angels "'ithin lhe angled labyrinth of Lhe building trade. They are 
lhe clocwnents out of which the builders, Lhe building management and all 
lhe other lrades related Lo Lhe mUing of buildings derive Lheir interpret&· 
lion in the m&king of the templates and jigs necessary for construction. 

Drawings must demonstrate the angelic image. Displayed as 
whole, the palimpsest of the angelic image is the matrix of the representa· 
r.ional theories of the constructed world. This palimpscst is an act of 
prop:tion: a casting forward becoming a point of projection itself. The 
OJigin of drawings as antelic demonstration of construction is embodied 
in Vitruvius'5 description of the concept of arrangement. 
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"Arrnngemenu is the fit assttnblage of details and 

arising from this assemblage, Lhe elegant construction 
(opuis)alongwithacerta.inquality"(Vitruvius 1930: 
J,ii,2). 

These are the kinds of arrangement listed by Vittuvius who also 
points out thal the Greeks call them ithai. The flrst idea is ichnography, 
v.hich depends on a compct.cnt use of compass and ruler. the second is 
orthography which is the vertical presentation of a future building; the third 
is scenography which is the presentation of the front and the side with all 
the lines resting in the cent.cr of a circle. The Ukai are born from the 
consideration (cogitaJio) of all the parts and are fotmd (invenJio reperta) 
through atecw. Thus, the making of architecrural drawings is based on 
cognitive representations or known objectivity. A circular procedure is 
involved here. TheWJderstandingofthepartisdoneconsideringthewhole 
and the understanding of the whole is achieved through the consideration 

of the pans. 
The first angelic image required by any architectural project is 

ichnography, and is ontologically the demonstration of a plan using lines, 
ropes and boards on the grounds of the selected site. In his commentary of 
the first Italian translation of Vittuvius's treatise, Cesare Cesariano, 
discussing the laying out of a plan, talks about Lhe walking of the compass 
(il pazzezare del circino).' For Cesariano, the drawing of the plan is a 
graphic demonstration analogous to the demonstration of the future 
construction. given by the architect to the builder, and used while pacing 
through the site to pointoutthe features of the building. An instance of this 
demonstrative pacing is the st.cpping with the foot in the mud done by Lhe 
architect todemonstrat.c to Lhe builder the corners (ango/1) of the building, 
the place in which to locate the keystones for the construction, that is the 
comerst.ones (piore d' angolo).' Orthography is the demonstration of how 
the vertical raising of the building is done. The ontological demonstration 

of it is embodied in the structure of the scaffolding. An understanding of 
the procedure of this demonstration can be gained by looking to the 
medieval edifices wilh their brick facades marked by many holes. Those 
arc the signs which allows us to reconstruct how the scaffolding interacted 
wilh thcedificeduring its construction. Scenography is the most difficult 
item to explain, because of the misleading notion generated by homo 
phonomous term which means stage design. As a result, it has mostly been 

int.crpreted as perspective. In his commentary, Daniele Barbaro, the most 
intellectually powerful among Palladio's patrons, calls this third kind of 
arrangement pro[ do, a cutfealureshowing the building d~aing its construe· 
tion.' 

"The Lhird idea. called w:nography (sciografia), 
from which great utility is derived, because through 
Lhedescription in the profile we tmderstand the thick
ness of walls the projections of every element (mem

bro) and this the architect is like a physician which 
demonstrat.cs all Lhe interior and exterior parts of 
works." (Yittuvius 1584:30). 

A profile is the demonstration of the stcreotomy of Lhe building 
parts, an anatomical representation ofbuilding elements. Through projec
tions, st.creotomy gives the correct angles of the faces of the stones to be 
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assembled for the construction of the edifice. As Kenneth FramptOn 
(1986) has pointed out stereotomy, a Gothic demonstration devised to 
avoid the labor generated by the several presentings of the stone requixed 
for cutting it properly, is the beginning of the idea of projecL 

Now, to be consistent with the principles underlying this text, it 
is necessary to generate a Viconian mental image with architectural 
nuances, to explain the difference between dictionary and thesaurus and to 
bring back to our architecnual understanding thal"the thing itself and the 
name .. .form a symbol" (Caciari 1988: 158-159). A dictionary is strucnued 
as a maze, whereas a thesaurus is organized like a meander. On the one 
hand, mazes, aManneristic invention, display choices between paths, and 
sometimes paths are dead ends. The only possible path within a maze can 
be easily represented by the graphic notation called a tree. In a maze, 
Ariadne' s thread is necessary, otherwise a life is spent in doing the same 
moves. No monsters are necessary in this kind of labyrinth. A maze is in 
itself the Minotaur. In other words, the Minotaur is the architect's trial
and-error process. On the other hand, a meander is a labyrinth that works 
as a neL In a net, every point is connected with every other poinL These 
connections are not designed but they are design-able.' Furthermore, 
meanders are full of monsters. These Minotaurs, monsters conceived by 
inconceivable lD'lions, demonstrate the possibility of lD'lion between differ
ent kinds of realities. They are not abnormalities but extraordinary 
phenomena which indicate the way for architecture: a way by which 
designs and drawings are not separate entities but unified in a symbolic 
dimension. 

1. This short essay and the two drawings are dedicated lO a new angel, 
Matteo. 
2. This etymology, as any other Viconian etymology, se 11011 e vera, e ben 
1rova1a; for a further discussion of the importance of this imaginative di
mension of etymology see the discussion of foUc etymologies in 
Coomaraswamy ( 1977). 
3. M any treatises are pseudo-treatises. They are nothing else that disguised 
catalogues. In the same manner, many encyclopedias are disguised dic
tionaries. 
4.1 mean the traditional version of it. not the contemporary alphabetized 
versions of it, which are deleterious representations. 
5. I substilllte the original term maze with the word labyrinJh, since in this 
book. the term maze takes on a very specific meaning. 
6. Circinus is the Latin name of the nephew or Oaedalus. who was lrilled 
by the uncle when the young apprentice gave away the ~ecret of the 
compass, the articulated joint devised by Daedalus to make the dedalions. 
his wonderful walking stawes. 
7. For a discussion of the keystone 11t1d cornerstone identity see Guenon 
(1975: 238-250). 
8. In the present architectural usage a 'profile' is a sectional elevation of 
a building. 
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9. This discussion of catalogue and thesaurus, maze and meander iJ 
partially derived from Eco (1984 80-81). The word meander with this 
meaning is a 'linguistic monster' deviJed by Eoo hinuelf. 
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f~itorial 
I ne fift~ Calumny I 

(The £djJor- slippuy charadu! -will here Oltempt to shiftt~ vantage 
poinJ to film to see how mtd ift~ dark, I'TUI.Tlcy old Lev101han herself has 
bel!ll displaced.) 

It is probably obvious to you (but it has always been a source of frustration 
to me) that film. a narrative which appears to most clearly resemble a 
penon' s sight ( II1d more about this later) can never assume a strictly fust 
person point of view u an ordinary story in print can. The inunediacy of 
mm. iJ of course. illusory; the camera is really In object-ive voyeur, closer 
to a 'fowth ""'all' (u in the early closed-frame productions) than a hidden 
eye, a rype of architectural witness. which like wallpaper can ablorb 
events. 

Film. like any other art is a convention., and every convention has its 
limits. One of these limits for film is the frame. FrtJn~e is linked to the 
prepositionfrom, meaning 'in front or or' forward'. To frame is to bracket, 
to articulate something distinct from its adjacent situation: the frame sits 
'in front of' the object of attention, and also 'before' iL In this sense, 
framing is an essentialdimrnsionof all the photographic arts. By bracket· 
ing the objects of everyday life from the larger visual field, the camera (like 
a window) unveils a transcendent meaning not obvious when unframed. 
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When the camera is fixed (and motion takes place through action) fllm 
would most seem to resemble theatre, its progenitor. The proscenium, a 
typeof'frame' wruch appeared late in theatre, becomes the movie screen, 
a flat picrure plane onto wruch all the layers of action are fused. Like the 
proscenium, the screen at once establishes a dividing line between the 
worldanditsrepresent.ation.andaffords a'cut' into the action. Yet, unlike 
the theatre, whlch unifies theaud.ienceandcastinasingle. symbiotic event. 
the screen posits an actual cleft in time and place, alleri.ng the traditional 
reciprocity between spectator md spectacle. 

Perhaps film could best be described as a section, a cut similar to the 
sectional model of the Renaissance, which like magic opens up the 
unseeable, revealing a profile only an ethereal presence could discern. 
Whether the camera is stiJI or not, film is like a section in the way 1t cuts 
through chronological time, across the so-called actual time of events. 
Sometimes film very literally cuts through walls and windows, or through 
walls and time at once (Bergman: Face to Face). Sometimes, it seems, the 
film transcends the proscenium when it pans the action in a circular or a 
spiralling motion and closes the space of the film back in upon itself 
(Stelling: The Illusionist). Then it is even possible to imagine that l.he 
screen is not a stationary plane, but a hinge or joint that sweeps the not-so-
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stationary audience into its motion. One could even envision that the real 
space of the theatre is to be found in the scaled-up darkness of the camera 
itself(and is here to be found the lastrefugeof public space?); that the rake 
of seaLS, upsidedown, faces the negativeofthe real event. the negative onto 
which the lens gathers and inverts the necessary stream of light. 

It is no comcidence, then, that although as light-tight as a darkroom a 
cinema is, mostofus wait until the night to see our films; wearemostlight 
sensitive, most vulnerable on the underside of the day's cycle. An ephem
eral flicker of light, this is what we throng to see; no wonder Bergman so 
revered the little arc-light! For, to what other mediation, except perhaps the 
stained glass window, is the transmission of light through a translucent 
membrane so vital to its elucidation?The cathedral's darkness sanctified 
the coloured drops of light that trickled across its stony walls, charting the 
sun's daily course through the City of God. The film's source. however. is 
fixed relative to the viewing room; only the little wrigglers of colour and 

shade transform as they march across the screen. 

Film as an Old English word, not only meant membrane, skin, lamina, or 
even emanation, but also jilamenJ or thread. Film is most literally a spool 
of thread, a sort of Ariadne • s string by means of which a labyrinthine tale 
unwinds. In this sense, it could be said that film is architecture's comple
ment. for the ftlm 's world need not conform to geometric totalities in the 
order of extensa; rather, film is indeed more coherent. more true to life 
when these very orders are stretched to theiruuer limits and even beyond. 
Film is architecture unravelled, the labyrinth outstretched according to 
different rules; it is the other side of geometry, the motion of its circum
scription. Architecture's unravelling thus requires an acute awareness of 
a different sort, that of experience and perception. The filmmaker, with a 
dull insensate instrument which merely records light and sound, cannot 
hope to reproduce perception, but only a meager distortion. The 
fi lmmaker, like the Magus, must perfect the art of illusion, i.e. the very 
techne of film. which an architect would do well to heed. 

Film is not sight; it may even be its opposite. Film provides a disembodied 
v iew, an 'extraneous interiority', which. however paradoxical it may seem. 
is far from difficult to access. But the limits of the frame arc not the limits 

of our gaze. Even the open frante or the revolvmg camera shots are purely 
frontal; they carmot duplicate the embodied awareness of a continuous 
sensual field. This is why it could be said that film is most like a section; 
it omits ' the other half. the body's unseen side. Film is afterall, an image; 
it possesses its limitations and possibilities. Architecture cannot be re

duced to or replaced by film, but as with the drawn image, there is the 
poten tial to project an architecture of film. 

lt may be best to consider the screen, or even bcucr, its downscaled and 
inverted original, the negative, when discussing lilm as an image. Unlike 
the light of the stained-glass window which is projected onto the Wldulat· 
ing surfoces of Gothic pillars and walls, the lens of the camera reduces an 
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image in successive moments onto a Oat and as yet unvariegated surface. 
ln light of the fact that film COIU'IOtes a translucent membr-ane, one cannot 
help but recall that well known etching by Albrecht DllreT concerning 
verisimilirude in drawing. The correspondence between the transparent 
membrane in DUrer • s drawing, and a still of film frame is striking: both can 
be thought of as a sectional cut through the 'coneofvision • projected from/ 
to the lens of the eye or from/to the lens of the camera respectively. Film 
is thus a section which laminates threedimensionality onto an immeasura
bly Oat plane, and it does so 'llrith such virtuality that it is no wonder that 
what is enlarged on the screen is mistaken as 'real', that the imagic and 
symbolic dimensions of ftlm are so often, so ironically obscured. 

Film's most profound attribute is, of course, motion- motion made perma
nent. How curious then. that the ftlm camera, which affords the disembod
ied 'view', should seem capable of exploring, through movement. the re
lations of spatiality by which an embodied being comes to know the world. 
Ttinvestigatescontinuouslythesignificanceofarchitectonicrclationships: 
up, over,do"'-n, across. from above, frombelow ... invaryingmodalitiesof 
depth. This is the true significance of parallax, a technical term in film for 
the attainment of depth as a function of the moving camera. It is due to the 
motion of the 'privileged point of view' -now accessible to all, thanks to 
the camera - which records the apparent displacernents of things in the 
world, that the inherent Datness of this medium is vanquished, and the '3/ 
4 depth', which John Hejduk describes, is achieved. Film explores the 
relations of depth in ways both familiar and strange. in ways that both open 
up and close down the imaginable. Panning, rolling, tilting, tracking: 
focus, cut. action, dissolve. The motion of fllm delighls and moves us. 
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Nonetheless, the audience is 'glued'to their seats, 'riveted'to theSCTCCn. 

This is the most challenging limit of film: the limit of our participation. 
Perhaps the essence of modernity is this: that we experience more and more 
movement while we move our own bodies less and less. The world is 
whooshed through our living rooms via the television; we travel in cars and 
planes; we take escalators, elevators, movingsidewal.ks, and soon comput
ers will flash up books, shop for us, make our drawings, and perhaps even 
batheourpa.o;sivc bodies. Film, unli.kean:hitecture.canonly be am~J«h:na 

mirabilis, unable to mvolveourbodily participation as does themacchirw 
eroica. On!) Architecture is truly both contemplation and ritual: only she 
can prompt us to move our body in a profound engagement with the world. 

Many thanks to our colleagues for t~ (mo\•~ and) inspiraJions we'11e 
shared, toAlberto Plrez ·Grim£: for his spirited cncouragem.enJ, and al!O 
to Marco Frascari. Donald KIUIZe, KaJsu Muratrl()lo, Stn•e Parcell and 
Bruce \V ebb for their support and generov.s co111ribut1oru. 
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ne fn~less P~enomenal S~ace of fre~eric~ Kiesler 

Onec:annotspeakoftheconceptof"space~ in isolation. without 
giving credence ID its dyTwn.ic presence in life. W estem man· s concepts 
of space were. in the past. anchored by a religious faith which was bodied 
forth by the shared life actions which defined and unified a culture. These 
in~~::r-subjective events foundconaetefonn in institutions which provided 
the framework necessary to link the mortal earth and the divine cosmos, 
and orchestrated collective dance which circumscribed a holy place within 
the realm of man_ Orieruation was experienced during the "enaclment" 
which unveiled the presenceofthedivinecontinuity within life. Architec
ture embodied this dynamic ritual inter-action which was a symbolic 
prese:ncing of the divine.. This "space of action" allowed humanity ID feel 
al home in a hostile and endless world. 

ln hiDdsight. the initial work of modem philosophy by Rene 
Descanes' and our ~emancipation" from Aristotelian physics, can be seen 
as pet of the inevitable historic:al events which resulted in a mirror being 
consuucted between ourselves and the ~space of action"- This movement 
towlfd whal was and is deemed ~reasoned thought" is at the very core of 
wmodtrn science". A science '''hicb has forgouen its role in unveiling the 
presence of the divine in the v.wld and has incorrectly preached this 
"reason" as the primary inlenlion ofNewton's absolute space; a concept of 
space which consciously placed the celestial and the worldly within one 
homogeneous realm. The perceived universal void is symptomatic of the 
gap that hid been constructed between the truth of the world as lived and 
what wu deemed ••reasonable". The entire mortal world had to be 
consistent with the certainty provided by the geometry of the mathematical 
cosmos. The Jpace of action was cast "static", with the necessity of 
mediating powers of the chora and architecture becoming "doubtful". 

Unable to be 10uched by the world, obsessed by the "cogito", 
man became lost in this doubtful distance which now separaieS the space 
of our "waking lives" from that of our nightly dreams. Our inability to 
raUonaDy reconcile the mysteries inherent "~oithin the experience of life 
(dreams) allowed modem science, with its measurable truths and mat.he
~ certainties, to remove the .. ,pace of action" from the Western 
iruemlbjectiveconsciousness. 

Frederick Kiesler wu born into this intellectual cosmos and rec
ognized the modern collective amnesia; that society had forgoucn the 
primary role of perception in the ma.Jtingof our lives. Manmustre-live and 
re-enact the myuery of creation inherent in being's first movement, a 
gesture that is 5irnultancously "articulation and ernbodirncnt".3 One major 
question for contemporary architecrure, presupposing that the core of the 
architect's being remains intact in our present existential context, is the role 
of•'space" in I WOrld which hu abandoned the concept Of divine and the 
certainty unveiled by perception. In the beginning of his major written 
project./tUitk l/w! End/en lloMSe, Frederick IGeslCJ writes': 
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happy turtle whose cave 
grows on its back and 
protects it from imaginary blessings 
of the heavens 

it crawls the earth 
bound to it forever 

food is on her path 
no matter where she turns 
the mare appears uncalled for, 
and is welcome 

there will be egg rolling 
on the green lawns of 
millions of white houses 
not built by architects 

lucky turtle 

the touchdown is continuous 
belly to belly 
shell against shell, constant 
friction and no harm 

you have the total independence 
without that pseudo security of 
science, agriculture, indusll)', art 

oh lucky turtle 
you are the very dream image and reality 
of independence 
resting securely in the palm of your shells. 

just being a summary of split seconds lived 
continuously, 

crawling 

crawling 

crawling 

The Fdth Column mag a zin e 
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Fredcrick Kiesler's tunle is the perfect illuslration of his desire 
to unify the universal space of modernity and the primordial/erotic reality 
ofbodilyspace. Tocarryone'smetaphysicalhomewithin/uponone'sself 
is modem man • s absolute dream. This ecstatic freedom was never seen by 
Kiesler as an intelleclllal conslrUcl. but instead it was believed 10 be the 
"endless" given in the nomadic condition• of human existence. To once 
aga.in recover the faith necessary to live within the infinite world, an 
experiential reality full with the magnetic energy of "cosmic love''.' 
Fredcrick Kicslcr writes•: 

All imagery vanished 
like a child's prenatal memory 

I became myself, all burdens were lifted 
My heart and shoulders fell weightless 

I started first to see 
the world around me 

as I used to see it, 
that is through the fillers of my two retinae, 

but now I had retained a different vision of the world 
around and in me 

I perceive differently 
Every detail seemed 10 be bound to a wider world, 

a world of infinite links 
Bound to links. 

Links after links, Links and links and links ..•• 
What are they? How do they hold me 

and the world together? Magnetic rings? 
Or arrows shot through space, piercing everything 

without pain? 
Are they locks whose keys arc invisible to man? 

Or waves 
thrown at you by natural force:; 

whenever they feel like it. 
to embalm )OU and then go on 
to other plays in infmite ~pace? 

Now, it seems to me 
we live a life of infinite links. 

All and everything bound together. 
There is no escape from this prison of cosmic love. 

In this vision of the cosmos, space is full, not of God, but of the 
magnetic force of cosmic love. A question that may be a.\kcd is whether 
or not Kieslcr 's "endless space" is really that dissimilar from the Kabbal
istic conception of space. The Kabbalnh speaks of an (Non) Entity before 
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the coming into Being of the God of the Univ~; this force was named 
"En-Soph". 'En' 1ranslates from ancient Hebrew iruo 'Witholll' and 
'Soph 'lranslateo; into 'End'. En-Soph is without end, theendlesnctian in 
the Wliverse before God. This Boundless (Non) Entity may best be 
understood (metaphorically) as the force which moves the blood of the 
univ~. as the universe was undentood by the Kabbalists as a symbolic 
body. In the Zohar, En-Soph turns in upon himself and fonns the God of 
the Universe,. thus "God is Space''; be is the wtiverse which is the "space 

of himself'.' 10erc arc no boundaries in this infinite uni\ er e and the same 
may be said for the Pre·Mosaic Hebrews,• a nomadic people who were 
linked to the Boundless by a dynamic action called LIFE. Man. the image 
of his Makcr.lived within and tied to this endless space particip!ting in an 
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ecstltic tiinUng v.ithin one's self through the reconciliatory actions which 
were necessuy 1.0 puvide cosmic orientation. 

Sir lsaac Newton· s conception of absolute space may be seen as 
the genesis v.hlcb ground5 Frcdcrick Kiesler's ooncept of the Endless in 
the modem v.-orld. Newton merged the "reasoned thought" of Rene 
Dcsanes and M an's resultant emancipation from the v. orld of experience 
~Arith Robcn Audd' s preaching of tbe immediate presence of God in all of 
~· arure. v. hose primary sources included Hermes T rismegistus and\' aried 
Kabbalistic writings;' lt is therefore quite ironic that it was the "cogi10" of 
Descartes, upon whose foundations Newton built, which aided in 'spaoe' 
bcing seen merely as a quanriftable entity, stripped of il5 primiU)' intention 
as an attribute of God.. 

Frederick Kiesler · s roncqx of space may be seen as an attempt 
to re-atablish the Boundless within the world of experience which he saw 
as linked 1.0 order of !he cosmos. 

In our modem atheistic come.xt.. instirutions have failed to 

reconcile the enigmas posed by daily life. Kiesler saw An, now accessed 
through the v.'Otk of the individual artist, as the only remaining useful 
constant in Western culrure which can enable man t.0 once again re
discover his unity with the cosmos. The ritual function of an as experi
enced by primitive man was seen by Kiesler as still being a basic toollneed 
of modem ("existential") man in his search to ac.hievehannonyv.ithin his 
self and within the 'IA."Ofld. 

Kiesler's fast"Galaxy" ccmtruction, built upon the news of the 
endofWorldWarl, wasdestroyedbeforebeingvisuallydocwnented. The 
follov.ing quote:. written decades later, describes his attempt to presence 
(through an an object) "the founh dimmsion" which is \Dlveiled by the 
motility of an extended bodlly experience.. 
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Frederick Kiesler writes: 

wHe (the art.ist·architect) has become aware of lhe 
forces which hold planets, S\DlS and star dust in set 
relations 1.0 one another so that, even when orbiting, 
they do not lose their family relationships. The 
ronti:nuity of this correlation is never interrupted. 

In my galaxies the paintings are also set at different 
distances from the wall. protruding or receding. 
Naturally they have no isolating frames, sinoe the 
ex.act interval-space between lhern makes frames 
superfluous. The total space of the wall or room space 
provides a framing in depth- in fact, a three-dimen
sional frame without end. "~• 

There are 'galaxies' which Kiesler built !Bler in his life to aid our 
\Dlderst.anding of this fast construction. Still, one can imagine a series of 
unfrarned images, not linear but in succession. a movement which folds 
back upon itself while moving forward. It is a device which reveals lhe 
intentions behind memory in the cinematographic use of montage, the 
ronstruction ofmeaphors. anon-framing which enables one to find one's 
0"'11 body within the world. This ftrst 'galaxy' is an experiential model of 
lheKiesler's"Endless". Yet as an 'artobject'lhegalaxyre:mains(without 
use) empty, it is Newton's void awaiting reinhabitation. 

Following rrom Kiesler's \Dlderstanding of !he unavoidable 
ritual function of art, a major dilemma for modem man is that the 
exploration and lDlification of lhe perceprual and rosmic space can I'Wl 

merely remain within lhe solipsistic and consumptive art world. Kiesler 
saw that there can be no separations between 'life - intentions' and 
'architecnrral- intentions'. They mutually co-exist and thus architecture 
should not be seen as a reflection/representation of the world. 

Architecture should delineate !he 'space of action' which at il5 
rore was and remains visually "no-thing". The kabbalist used !his term to 
refer to the unspeakable name of God, but for Kiesler !his "no-thing" was 
understood as "the brealh of the rosmos "; 11 the 'other' unveiled in the space 
of action. This is the sea air that must fill OlD' I\Dlgs with the faith necessary 
to once again 'hallow the everyday'12 the harmonic blood flow which 
deli.neates a symbolic space. A spatial orientation which Kiesler never saw 
as "static" bUL instead must be seen as "dynamic", a united "becoming and 
enacting"'' which is bodied forth in lime. 

In 1923 Frederiek Kieslerdesigned !he first"Endless" as a space 
lheatre for lhe play Emperor }ones by Eugene O'Neill in Berlin. The 
"Space Stage" was the first theatre set to have lhe acrual stage in rontinuous 
motion and inrorporated a film into !he context of the set. This roncem for 
dynamic action later took static physical fonn in the first spiral 'theatre in 
lhe round', where the actors' movemeniS constructed space through !he 
narrative of !he play. This is the birth of what Kiesler later called "lhe 
space-time continuum", where one is forced torerognize thatagesrutecan 
never be separated from iiS intentions; !he con tent constructed by action in 
time (bodily movement) which fonns space. In his 1926 article Debacle 
oft he Modern Them re for !he International Music and Theatre Festival of 
Vienna. Kiesler writes: 

" ... the new spirit butsiS !he stage, resolving it into 
space to meet the demands of action. It invents !he 
space-stage, which is not merely a priori space, but 
also appears as space .... Space is space only for lhe 
person who moves about it. For !he actor, not for lhe 
spectator. Optically there is only one method for 
giving theexperienceof space with precision namely, 
motion which is converted into space."14 
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In an attempt to overcome the limitations inherent in the Galaxy 
as an "art object" and the problematic issue of the "spectator" in lheS~ 
Stage, Frederick Kiesler's interest in endless space formed what was to 
become his primary life project: The Endless House. In lhe Endless House, 
which obviously merits being more fully discussed, space is 'continuous' 
and is molded by the content of life; by "lhe daily happenings of no end". 11 

'The 'Endless House' is called 
'Endless' because all ends 
meet and meet continuously. 
It is endless like lhe human body -
lhere is no beginning and no end to it"1

' 

This is lhespaceoflhecontemporaryembodiednomad which is 
no longer tied to an instirutionalized mylh but is instead guided by a 
profound failhinlhepowerof'man'sexperience in the world'to unveillhe 
presence of the unknown in lheknown. For Frederick Kiesler his Galaxies. 
Space-Theatres, and his Endless House were never seen as ends in 
lheznselves, for lhere are no ends in the Endless, but as projects whose 
intention it was to aid the static "spectators" in lhe recognition of the 
dynamic core of our primordial being. Archileeture should once again 
allow the forces of man and lhe cosmic world to unite in the 'space of 
action'. it should reveal themys~erious "other" which is bodied forth in life, 
bodied forth by lhe seemingly contradictory reality of endless phenomenal 
space. 

1. See Rene Dcscartes, Discourse on Method and MeditaJiotU. 
2. Dalibor Vesely, seminar given at McGiU University in 1988. 
3. Fredcrick Kiesler, Inside The Endless House. (New York, N. Y.: 
Simon and Schuster. 1966) pp.l4-15. 
4. "nomadic" is being used as a metaphor to link bodily motility, 
Kiesler's Endless, and lhe primitive nomad with the displaced position 
man experiences in our increasingly homogeneous world. 
5. Kicsler's "cosmic love" is the energy which fuels all of man's recon
ciliatory actions; it is lhe force which permits man to fmd himself in 
relation to othCTS. 
6. Kiesler,/nside The Endless llouse. p. 137. 
7. Sec Charles Ponce, Kabbalah, (London, England: The Theosophical 
Publishing House, 1972). 
8. See ThorlcifBowman,l/ebrew Though/ Compaud wilh Greek. 
(New York, N.Y.: W.W. Norton &Company. 1960)pp. 157 160. 
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9. See Max Jammer, Concepts of Space. 
10./tUule The Endless House, p. 20. 
11. Kameth Baker quo1es Kieslez in The Christian Scima Monilor, 
May 14, 1969. 
12. This phrase of Martin Buber's lw been (ab )used out of its theistic 
cunleXL 

13. Sec Thorleif Bowman, Hebrew Though/ Compared with Greek. 
14. See Kiesler's article •111e Debacle of Modem Theatre", in the 
catalogue of the New York 1926 Jnte:mationa) Exposition. 
15. /tUide The Endless House, p. 566. 
16. /buJ., p. 569. 

Gregory Henriqun is not an an:hiuct. 
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ne ( Trans~resse~) Bo~y of Arc~itecture 

PREI-'ACE 

In this article I 'fti~h to examine a potential understanding of the 
metllpbor of the body for architecture posed by the a.rtistic ocuwe of H ans 

Bellmc:r. Perhaps the wort of no or.her artist in the 20th C. has been funhcr 
inunened in exploring the possibilities and limits of the materiai and 
ps}dric reality of the human body. His work forms a radical questioning 

(or assmlt)onour common understanding of~ halmust be considered "the 

most diffiCUlt }Xlenomenon.'" Focused on exposing the ambivalence of lhc 
erotic life of man. normally hidden beneath the shell of modern existence, 
his work must be seen as an auempt to rediscover the fullness and depc.h of 
our expenence in the world. In this sense, his ·experimental poetry • of the 

body explores the grounding for an intimate correspondence with !he 
~orld. 

It is the potential of such a primordialcorrespondence(orcon· 
tinuit)) of body and world that is the essence of !he metaphor of the body 

for architecture. The possibility of such a correspondence. as posited by 
Bellmer, has its source and most profound expression in the erotic life of 
man. Mcrleau-Poruy has stated that the sexual or affective life of man is 

onemoreformof original intentionality, in addition to the motor, percep

tual and intellectwll intentionalities. Distinct but not separate from r.hese, 
man's 'affective'life forms the deepest pm of an overall intentionality by 
11.bich he situates himself in a communal space: in-the-world.2 In 
Bellrna's work,lhereroveryofthe bodily phenomenon lies in the articu
lation of man's situa:cdness, grounded in his erotic intentionality. within 
a description of the body itself. That is, a (body) image. 

Bellmer's most famous and perhaps most enigmatic work is a 
series of photographs (with poetic texts) documenting the unique process 

of conception and construction of his 'Doll', published as Die Puppe and 
J~ux de la pqupu. Within the articulation of this work is revealed the 
skeletal essence of this erotic world. 

With the help of his brother, an engineer, Bellmcr construciCd 

'her' from metal rods, nuts and bolts. a hollow wooden framework, two 
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JOinted legs and one jointed ann made from broom handles, two feet and 
one hand carved from wood and flesh of flax fibre covered with plaster of 
paris.l 

The objective account of construction however does not reveal 

Bellmcr • s intention in !he work. His concern in the construction rests with 
!he situation in-between the creator and the object. and reciprocally, in
between the 'viewer' and the object. This intention is revealed in an 

original'workingdrawing' for !.he Doll. To be located (significantly)inhcr 

stomach was a rotating wheel with a series of images of 'in bad taste', 

repr~nting the thoughts and dreams of a young girl.' By pressing hec left 

nipple the mechanism would be activated, revealing her unconscious 
(erotic) life through a viewing hole in her navel. As a metaphor for !he 

making of the image, 'conception' and 'construction' are collapsed in an 
implied 'inter -<:nurse • between the creator and !he object. By the touch. 

manifest as !he manipulation of her parts. or more generally by a 'projec

tion of desire', the hidden realities of the Doll arc elicited within a corporeal 
schema. Within this constructive situation the 'image • is only ever com

plete within each of the series of photographs: complete as the situation of 
a tmique (erotic) connection between the participants. The "jeux de la 

poupee"thusdefmes the 'image' as an all importantlhirdreality, where !he 

autonomous realities of creator and object have been transgressed. 

TWO 

In this brief understanding of !he 'jeux de la poupee •, we see !he 
r.hrustof Bellmer's entire work in which the reality of the 'image' is given 
priority. Yet !.he fundamental conception of the 'image' only poignantly 

takes on meaning in relation to the shear provocation of his work: !he 
aggressive and violent eroticism seen as endless distortion and metamor· 

phoses of the female body. 
The cxplicitconiCnt of his art.. conliistentthroughout his lifetime, 

has often led to its being dismissed as sophisticated pornography. Clearly 

not images of a benign sexuality, we must ask what it is !hat such an art 

speaks of if we are to transcend !his judgement. For Susan Son tag !he 

pornographic imagination explicitly questions the common notion of 
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human sexuality as a dimension of existence ttansparent to our 
undcrstanding.s Opposed to the view that 'we know what it is all about', 
she sees in pornographic ana view oftheaffectivelifeofman as an opaque 
phenomenon. Highly powerful and questionable, it belongs to the ex
tremes of human consciousness. 

In Bellmer's focus upon an extreme sexuality,lies a profound 
view of the nature ofhuman existence, dealing ultimately with the issue of 
knowledge. In the tradition of writers including de Sade, Baudelaire and 
Lautteamont. Bellmer is exploring the ultimate ambiguity and ambiva
lence of human existence. As Bellmer himself has stated, such a view of 
existence has been best expressed in the thought and writings ofGeorges 
Bataille. 

For Bataille, erotism was a distinctly human activity, distin
guishing man from the animals, which transcended the sunple experience 
of pleasure to include a knowledge of evil and of death. He emphasized, 
like the previous writers (and in philosophy, Nietzsche), that 'negative' 
human experiences were inherently part of our world. 

" ... (a man) must become aware of things which repel 
him most violently- those things which repel us most 
violently are part of our nature.,,. 

Implicit is a view of existence which is an opening to the totality 
of human experience, 'positive' and 'negative'. Bataille's inclusive 
position was opposed to any form of idealism which tended either to 
transform the 'negative' into the 'positive', or to create a synthesis. The 
idealist tendency, in all of its guises (which included for Batailleonhodox 
surrealism), always gives a privileged position to only a part of human 
existence. Bataille' s strategy of subversion involved a rigorous investiga
tion of the negative experiences of life; the filthy, the scatological, and !he 
bestial. Not seeking to replace positive values with negative values or to 
create a different synthesis, his intent was to rediscover the breadth of 
human consciousness through the transgresswn of the limits between 
paradoxical realities. The transgressive act, in breaking limits, was an 
experience in which the identity and integrity of self and things dissolved. 
This "awareness of life even unto death'" was manifested most acutely 
(and most violently) in the realm of eroticism. Not representing a position 
of ultimate nihilism, the experience of extreme transgression is still always 
of the world. It is themysteryofhumanexistence in between lifeanddeath. 

This world attained (and annihilated) by transgression, (now 
seen to be ultimately about death), is the essence of the erotic for Bataille. 
Not constituted by a synthesizing mind, it is a world that arises out of the 
depths of the agitated existence of man without God (or before the gods). 
It is also without a prior or comparable philosophical development and thus 
is an acknowledgement of the primacy of 'material' life: the body as the 
filter of existence. 

Not a paradise, the erotic world ofBataille is one of an unleashed 
vital energy characterized by expenditure and excess. Echoing Nieusche, 
Bataille writes: 

" .. .freed from God, ... (thecrcator) suddenly has at his 
disposal all possible human convuls1ons and cannot 
nee from this heritage of divine power wluch belongs 
to him. Nor can he know if this heritage will consume 
the one it consecrates.'• 

Beyond investment with 'raison d'ctre',the resulting world is 
ponderous, one might even say 'vulgar' in the sense of Vico. ln this 
&ituation,thc task for Sa taille is the application of this intoxicating restless-
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ness, a son of vertigo, to the discovery of"verbal or figurative fonnulae"' 
or images IS the key to existence. 

Thus the 'image' in Bellmer's work becomes poignant IS the 
flfst 'understanding' ofthemysteryofhumanexperience: thatof eroticism 
itself, in between life and death. It is the key by which the 'vulgar' world 
is rendered visible: by which the world is constiruted. Palpated from an 
agitated existence before language, the world of the 'image' is an imma
nent one, filtered through the experience of the body. Any coincidence of 
idea and experience, if it is to be found. is in-the-world. 

~-" 
' . 

THREE 

Anatomie de r image was developed and wntte.n between 1936 
and 1948 and final1y published in 1957 .It is a complement and elucidation 
of Bellmer's intentions concerning the world of the 'image', the third 
reality in-between objective (paradoxical) realities, coostructed by the 
force of desire. 

In the series of Doll photographs and endlessly through his 
graphic work. the objective body has been modified to the point of 
dissolution. by the projection or force of desire. The body is an infinitely 
mutable and moving entity, which mirrors tbedisplac:ements and disloca
tions of desire itself. Thus desire is given concrete expression as a form of 
the body liberated from its objectivity, forever incomplete. In this 
situation, after the movement of desire is physiologiz.ed, the issue of the 
image becomes one of meaning. Th11 is, what configurations, combina
tions, JrOject.ions strilteone as authenticorrec:ognizable despite appearing 
irrational or opaque? Adding to this notion Bellmer's observation lhl1 
desire 'sees' nothing for only whaLit is-"a leg is not real if it is seen only 
as a leg"10-one may see Bellmer as seeking 'physiological' grounding for 
the efficacy of metaphor. and thus, ultimately language itself. 

Anticipating the formulation of the pre-reOective realm by 
Merleau-Ponty, Bellmer's elucidation begins with the positing of the 
notion of a 'physical unoonscious' .1bat is. an underlying awareness of the 
body by the body itself as the basis of all expression. He explains the body 
as an exJressive system of real and virtual centres of excitation. convul
sion, and pain operating by an infinite series of transfers (and re\'ersals) in 
which an amalgam of the real/objective and the imaginary/subjective 
occurs. The primary expressions of this system are the basic reOexesofthe 
body, the principle of which he illttstrate.s with the example of a toothacbe 
and a clenched ftSL A clenched fist. as areflex response to thepainofthe 
tooth, becomes an artificial centte of agitation: a virtual tooth. The 
toothache thus has been figuratively doubled with the oontortion of the 
hand becoming the visual express1onofthe 'logical pathos' of the tooth.11 

Such a direct example leads to the speculation thll all bodily reflexes, the 
most subtle to the most violent, aresimilarexpressionsofttansfer and sub
stitution of the virtual for the real. Echoing Bataille's agitated existence: 
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.. _,we can now perceive our expn=ssive life IS a 
desizublecontinuum ofl.ibera.l:ing transfers or substi
tutions from the real to its image. Expressions and 
whatever amcomitantpleasuxe is contained wilhin it. 
is the displacement of pain and a deliverance from 
iL "'1 

Upon this initial explAna.t:ion we may thus speculate upon 
Bellmer's 'logic': bow a girl's armpit may be perceived IS her vagina 
simultaneously or how the eye may become almost anylhing."ln a hidden 
dimension. we may further speculate on the movemenl/disphw::e.ment of 
transgression. from the pcnnissible to the fwbidde:n. 

Having explained the principle of displacement. Bellmer ~
ceeds 10 explain the mechanism or pinciple by which these amalgams of 
the real and the vinual miglu be explained in the:mseh·es, IS the image. He 
illustr'&.leS v.·ith the excnpleof a photograph of a figure "''ith amirrorpl~eed 
11 an mgle to it. moving. We invohmtarily perceive the amalgam (figure 
and reflection) as a whole due to its mobility. Real and virtual disappear 
into the !hint reality. The mirror divides and reproduces along the line of 
their i:nta"Seetion. creating an antagonism which the movement resolves. 
The principle of reality I'efresented by the fold between the mirror md the 
pbo10gnph is implicit in the images of the first Doll and becomes an 
explicit part of !he second Doll's const:ruction as the 'ball' joiru (joinrure 
a boule). This is crucial for the" .. .role (of the provocative object) will be 
conditioned by its adaptability, its mobility, essentially by its jointed' 
articula.tion".•• Most significam.ly the formulation of 'jointure' allows all 
projections from wilhin our unconscious. 10 attain a physiological expres
sion. and benoe exist in the world. 

Ha"ing traced oUl the principles and mechan.isms of the imagi
rwion. Bellme:r atends the Jrocess of transfer and reversibility to the 
inter-subjective realm: the plane of reflection (in both senses of the word) 
bet'l\een a man and a woman.. 'Analomiede I' amour' is the trancendenoe 
of the self-moving c:oe:rgy of desiJe, essentially narcissistic in its constant 
search for its own image within everything in its lmiz.on. through a mutual 
reflection of love. lt is a 'reflection' by which a man sees himself as 
reflected in a woman. Conversely, it is a woman seeing herself as reflected 
in a man. It is such tha1; 

u My eyes see the eyes I love and take themselves to be 
those eyes. I don 'tsee the mouth I thirst after without 
modelling it within myself as my mouth"" 

And further, 10 fulfillment it appears ultimately that: 

"It seems !hat this vibrant woman's form was in my 
body before my own form ... ~' 

Implicit. is the notion that the woman's body must already have 
been apcrienced within the man's before 'she' may be recognized in the 
world. Such is the basis by which the body extends beyond itself into the 
world. is opened up. existing throughout the world. haunting it in a 
twbulent and ultimately impossible task of possessing the world. which 
parado~y must be experienced within in order to be recognised. 

Thus. one may now speak of the 'body' that is man's erotic situ
alt:dness: 
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"For the ftrst time, the body does not clasp Lhe world 
but another body_.fascinated by the unique occupa-

FOUR 

tion of floating in Being with another life, of mAking 
itself the outside of its inside and the inside of its 
outside. and hence fonh movement. touch. vision. 
applying themselves to the other and to themselves, 
rerum toward their source and in the patient and silent 
labour of desire. begin the paradox of expression.'~' 

\ 

I have already noted how Bellmer intuits Merleau-Ponty with his 
positing of the physical unconscious. Now Bellmer at the end of his book, 
gives a suggestion of a funherextensionofhis ideas to the scale of world. 
Perhaps most provocativeofhishints is a discussion of desire's preference 
or concentration on the detail or part of the body rather than the whole. 
Implicit is an underlying notion of 'world' which hold's and sustains the 
efficacy of the detail, that dimension by which the pan may be seen as a 
pan of the whole. This notion of'world' implicit inBellmer's endeavour, 
I believe has been explicitly thought by Merleau-Ponty and named by him 
the 'flesh'. 

In the Visible and tM Invisible, Merleau-Ponty spealcs of the 
visible as the adhesion of the viewer to the visible considered not as two 
substances, but as this whole thought in itself. Ideas, in this world do not 
lie beneath the visible as absolutely invisible but are of the visible: 'in
visible·. It is an interior armature which the visible reveals and concea.ls. 

'The invisible of this world, which inhabits this 
world, sustains it. and renders it visible. is its own 
interior possibility, the Being of this being .• .,, 

The cohesion between the visible and the invisible is Merleau
Ponty's notion of an ideality that is an experience of the flesh. It is a 
cohesion that is not conceptual. It is thinkable in itself, like the cohesion 
of the parts of my body, or the cohesion of the body with the world. This 
ideality of the flesh he terms a carnal ideality." 

Of carnal ideali ties Merleau-Ponty cites the phenomena of both 
light and sound as exemplary. Unlike ideas which we possess in order to 
understand. carnal idealities possess us, 'haunting our being with the link 
to Bemg.'• The phenomena of light and sound traditionally were the 
evidence of the harmony of the world and were referred to throughout 
history m architectural treatises. Another carnal ideality Merleau-Ponty 
cites is what he tenns 'physical voluptuoUSI'II!ss' •21 With this notion, the 
phenomenon traditionally referred to by the metaphor of the body for 
architectural in history is revealed: the most primary phenomenon that 
nevertheless is the most elusive. 
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" .. .my body ismadeofthesame flesh of the world, and 
moreover that this flesh of my body is shared by the 
world, the world reflects it. encroaches upon the 
world, they are in a relaJion of transgression .. .'"D 

IfBellmer's entire attempt to construct a world of desire is now 
recalled, one may say that it is one by which all dimensions of human 
experience may be traced into an immanent world of the flesh. Here the 
classical image of man, an ordered 'cosmos' of parts epitomised by the 
Vitruvian man, is violently yet provocatively destroyed. The flesh be
comes a material of construction. From this corporeal material Bellmer has 
created instead a promiscuous organism of 'jointed' fragments. Capable 
of any and all transformations or metamorphoses that desire may ask for, 
the body remains forever incomplete. Yet, without the 'whole' one may 
still speak of 'world' if one understands the image as an anamorphic 
projection, seen in a transformed sense. Although the image is always a 
distortion or displacement, there is nonetheless a coincidence of idea and 
experience, truth and beauty, and form and conLent, as the locus of 
projection is eternally accessible to us. It is 'within' us. 

This relation of accessibility to the world (and it to us) is the 
relation of perception. One may say thatBellmer's project has been to (re
)dcscribe our most primary perceptions. elicited from our bodies. Mer
leau-Ponty, now from within a description of perception itself, (implicitly) 
restates the world of Bellmer. Common to both descriptions of the world 
ts the notion of transgression, or encroachment: that by which the world 
is given to us as parts and fragments, which are nevertheless the essence 
of 'world' before language, in between idea and experience. 

"Perception opens the world to me as a surgeon opens 
a body catching sight through the window he has con
trived the organs in their full functioning, taken m 
their activity. seen sideways's. It is thus thal the 
sensible initiates me into the world,. .. : by encroach
ment, Ue~rschreium. Perception is not first a percep
tion of things but a perception of elements (water. 
air, ... ), of rays of the world, of things which are 
dimensions which are worlds. ''D 

The lllliversal structure 'world' .. ,,. encroachment of everything 
upon everything .. ,35 a relation of transgression .. , l • a being by 
promi.rcuity 27 The Intentional encroachme111: the. chiasm.» 
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Faced with the task of an archit.ectural (re-)interpreution of the 
body, we are presented in Hans Bellmer's oeuvre with a powerful under
standing of world 'construction,: a world in which both body and archit.ec
ture participate. 

I will end at the begining ofBellmer's endeavor into this world: 
the situation in-between the efficacy and magic of his dreams and memo
ries of childhood, and therealityofhis world (which is also our world) so 
far from that earlier reality. The 'games of lhedoll' arose presence of this 
gap ~ ... as a remedy, a compensation, for a certain impossibility ofliving.''lf 
In Merleau-Ponty, there is a complimentary invitation. 

"Solution: recapture the child ... lhe 
unreflected ... which is perception. .. (by definition) 
intentional transgression"" 

l.D.M. Levin..TheBody'sRecoliLctionofBeing,Routledge&:KegmPaul. 
1985, Introduction. 
2. M. Merleau-Ponty, The Phe~nology of Perception, Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, 1962, Chp. 2 The Body in its Sexual Being'. 
3. SeeP. Webb, Hans Bel/mu. Quartet Boolcs, 1985, Chp. 2 The Doll'. 
4. Hans Bellmer quoted in P. Webb, Hans Bel/mu, Chp. 2. 
5. Susan Son tag, The Pornographic Imagination' in The Story of the Eye. 
Penguin. 1979. 
6. Georges Bataille quoted in P. Webb,llansBellmer, Chp. 8. 
7. Ibid. 

8.GeorgesBataille, VisionsofE:uess, Univc:rsityofMinnesot.a, 1970, The 
Sacred'. 
9. lb1d. 
10. Hans Bel/mer, Chp. 7 ibe Anatomy of the Image'. 
ll.HansBelimeT, Chp. 7. 
12. Ibid. 
13. See Georges Bataille, The Story oft he Eye, Penguin. 1979. 
14./lansBellmer, Chp. 71'lle Anatomy of the Image'. 
15. Joe Bosquet quoted in Hans Bel/mu, Chp. 7 The Anatomy of the 
Image'. 
16 
Ibid. 
17. M. Merleau-Ponty, The Visibk and the Invisible, Northwestern. 1968. 
The Intertwining ·The Chasm'. 
18. Ibid. 
19. Ibid. 
20. Ibid. 'Working Notes'. 
21. Ibid. 
22. lbid. 
23. Ibid. 
24. Ibid. 
2S. Ibid. 
26. 1bid. 
27.1bid. 
28. Ibid. 
29. Hans Bellmerquoted in P. Webb ... 
30. M. Merleau-Ponty, Working Notes'. 
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Prole~omena to Any future 

On~ Arc~itecture 

"A Socratic approach lo high technology could lead lO 

the concretion of sublimily and lowliness: the reflec
tion of how feeble ilS capacity for simulation is in 
comparison wilh thecomplexilyof lhe world; how far 
iLS order goes beyond humane conceptions of order, 
appearing in them as a menacing disorder;jusl how far 
the skyscraper~ from the sk.y .'" 

Hannes Bohringcr. "DiiCdalus or Dtogenes" (1989) 
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Facing what at the time seemed a barrage of auempts to appro
priate large regions of architectural theory with new methods and vocabu
laries from linguistics, Alan Colquhoun uncovered, in an essay published 
in 1972, an unpleasant difference between the role of theory in language 
and architecture. He noted that while theories of language never for a 
moment affects the way humans speak, the most anaemic axioms of these 
theories applied to architectural meaning impose new and severe condi
tions.1 The potential extremity of theory's cheekiness is laid out in one of 
Borges' famous shon stories, "116n, Uqbar, Orb is Tertius", where a secret 
encyclopedia about an imaginary planet leaks out to the public, creating a 
sensation for things 11onian.l The end of this nightmare is the full-blown 
reconstruction of the unreal, the contamination of reality by fiction. [n 

architecture, Colquhoun suggests, the 116nian nightmare is dreamt every 
time we shut our eyes. Say a few nice things about technology, get 
buildings that look for all the world like robots. Mumble Vitruvian senti
ments and wake up to boutiques and corporate headquarters decorated with 
the worst-for-wear peristyles and broken pediments. 

This "vulnerability factor"has led to despair over architecture's 
semantic future. The resulting position of nihilism, relativism, positivism, 
and so on can be summed up as varieties of a well reinforced cynicism 
practiced by Master Cynics who know that power over form and money is 
the real object, and that the public enjoys being kept in the dark.• Having 
begun as a philosophical showpiece of Socratic doubt, cynicism has turned 
to sophisticated use of institutions as reinforced bunkers. Far from the 
cynicism of the "dog philosopher" Diogcnes, who from the demonstrable 
poverty ofhisdemeanorstood in the face of Athenian self-confidence, this 
new cynicism matches ends to means in an artificially induced "twilight" 
of skeptical doubL These new blast-resistantcynics find any consideration 
of meaning virulenL They greet it with a politicized repugnance that 
masquerades as its philosophical ancestor, full of humility and scorn. As 
David Bell reported.' one indignant reader ofthelour!Ull of ArciUJectural 
EducaJion provided the representative cry of outrage: 

Dear Mr. Bell, 

Speaking of meaning ... 
I defy you-1 defy anyone- to 
tell me what the hell this means! 

"a reader" 

But after its momentary demonstrations of enlightened doubt, 
such cynicism scurries by an unmarked path back not to any Diogenetic rub 
but to its apartment well furnished with luxurious theories, systems, and 

vocabularies exempt from reflection and critique. 
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One is tempted to audit the accounts, to question this exemption, 
to follow these beggars back lO their extensively rem ode led caves. Bell's 
skeptic should be shalcen down for the more than loose change reallr 
cxmcealed in his pockets. But here I have chosen another Lactic which I 
hope may serve the same purpose. Thenegativecritique of unmasking an 
illusion is, wehaveseen, easy enough to acoomplish, butitleavesavacuwn 
that is not quite neutral. Into it rush ttacearnountsofideology: the "at.Jeast
one truth" of the skeptic with an institutional bank accoun~ the "s1ngle best 
means" of the technological attitude; the mindless "what's next?" of 
nihilism. 

My suggestion, put in the form of a "prolegomena", is to develop 
a positive version of thenegativecritique: a doctrine of cynicism that takes 
place amidst the ironies of the current condition but which adopts a new 
means of entertaining the perennial issues of architecture by maxunizmg 
the possibility of contamination and m.inimizing the oppornmity to de
velop a "theoretical stance". Titi.s involves the pursuit of the detail, the 
moment, the materiality of architectural experience- in s.hon, all those 
small pieces that escape being nouced by systematic views for no other 
reason than that such small pieces arecomposilebeings unable to be added 
up to units of higher aggregate generality. They are likewise indivisible and 
incapableofbeing reduced. Actually, they aresurds, rock-bottom irration
alities. 

To do this, I would use a single cover, the idea of a "dog archi
tecture", which means that any critique of the cynicism of the present will 
lx.oncfit by adopting materials and the methods of its subjecL The philo
sophical cynic's ttaditional mascot (l-ynic ="dog" in Greek), circumstan

tially embodies the ideals of the search for a radical cynicism. and the 
emphasis on roots suggests that achangeof spelling wouldhelpdislinguish 
the "kynic" or dog architect from the cynic engaged in nihilism forpower' s 
sale e. 

The rubic "dog architecture" is not chosen to be funny or 
derisive, but as a means of getting beyond the often too-hopeful terms by 
which an author attempts to ennoble his subject. "Dog architecture" is not 
a thing with the same claim to history as "baroque architecture". But"dog" 
has a long history in the English language. and the animal iLSelfhas a 
privileged position in our anthropology. The dog has always represented 
the bottom end of experience. For this and other reasons, the kynics found 
in the dog a model of their 0\\-11 self-effacement and impiety towards 
theoretical truths. One identifies with the dog outofhwnility, but without 
going too far. If man IS a dogatbouom. then the bottom is not so bad as to 
be incapable of great things. William Empson. in his able essay, '1'be 
English Dog". asserted that "Dog ... becamc 10 the eighteenth-century 
slc.eptic what God had been to his ancestors, the last security behind human 
values.',.Today. we find ourselves in despcrate need of this ·'last security". 
This security, the real and the poetic dog, is my swtingpl~. from which 

I hope a real and poetic architecture might be drawn. 
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THE DEDUCfiO:-\ OF PURE CO:-\CEPTS OF DOG 
ARCHITECTURE 

This "prolegomena~ can get only a few words forward about 
b:u a udog U'Chitecru:re .. miglu constitute. lbe first consideration is, 

:rwunlly. philosophical. Diogenes is kno1a.-n as the most important dog 
philosopher because he more thm !D) other kynic carried philosophy out 
of the lheoretic clouds do \loll to the level of his 011o11 abused body. He slept 
in a tub, performed every pivate act in full sight of passers-by, exorcised 

his fello~· philosophers with rude gesmres and foul-play. Diogenes is 
philosophy's favorite .. bad-boy". His contemporaries were genuinely 
fascinated v.ith his brand of philosophical fool-play that made a sham of 
seriousness and provoked an inverted world view.' 

Diogenes' simplicity was not a rellml to nature in our sense, but 
to theGreekp}rysis, "a universal, invariable rational norm" as opposed to 
nomos. "convention. tradition. custom''. The oracle had told Diogenes to 
udebase the cunency". After fleemg Smope where had exercised a too 

litenl inter]mwion of this advice, be applied himself to a systematic 
desuuction of the symbolic currency. the nomos. in favour of the uni versa! 
value tlf physis. The philosopher lived in the open llOl out of humility but 
truth. 

The architect's insight is thalnomos andph]si.s contrast primar
ily in tenns of theproj«tabiliry or "representabili l) "of the former and the 
n.on-proj«UJbilllJ or resistance to signifJCation of the lauer. That is, the 

custom or convention acts as a token, a substitution. just as the drawing is 
used to represent the building. Its value is in its pretended rransparency, the 

untroubled way influences the universal as much as the universal the 
particular.' TIOnsville. The token pretends to project the value of the thing 
in representation, but ph)si.s conditions as it is conditioned. 

Yt'here the representation projects to then and there,physi.s. the 
tonic of dog architecture, reflects back to the here and now - a sublime 
point. lbere are two main metaphorical vehicles for the exchange of 
physis. The rust is that of el!.perience portrayed as pilgrimage: the topog
raphy or surface of rravel. The difference between non-projective and 
projective rravel is that between authentic travel and travel that degener
ates into running an errand, package tours and other fakeries. The real 
tra\·eler reali7.es what might be called a "thickness" of the travel surface-
a resistance to &}ide (desire) that calls for a philosophical brand of 

spe1tmking.1beinformative anecdote lS Odyo~seus' visit to the Cyclops' 
cave. 1be dog arcllitec:t is do~11 the Cyclops· cave like a terrier in a rat hole, 
uying out the hospitality of the rraditionally rude Cycltlps with his wit Dog 
topograpby is compressed into this fable as if it were a formula. The key 
for escaping the thickness of the travel landscape is a logic composed of 
argute ("sharp") points aimed at the Enlightenment's single eye. Argute 
expressions - metaphors -ve the means of escaping technology's "single 
best means" or the sort of thtlught that venerates "the bouom line". 

The other architecwral dog is drawing. Usually conceived as the 
principal means of representing architectural objects, the drawing hu in 

the last ten years ~mdergone considerable obedience schoo I ing at the hands 
of closet dogs whom we ha Ye learned to respect by their bark (and bite).ln 
certam cases. the de-perspectivalizat.ion of drawing has led to the produc
tion of "architectural machines" dedicated to reviving our neglected 
int.erest in d.imensionality and the technicallltiwde.lfphysi.s works both 
ways, the dog drawing is one that reveals the world already to have been 
drawn. This begins with the hieroglyphic mythic mentality described by 
Vico in terms of''t:rue speech".' 1 would suggest that dog drawing begin 
~ith a redefinition of dimensionality. abandoning the Cartesian concept 
that each dimension comes with its own world, as it does with the act of 
reMing and the movement of the "line" of thought. With dimensions 
unhooked, it would be impossible to use two dimensions to represent three 
without dealing directly with the irony of the sagiual dimension of view: 
the cone of vision.10 The Cartesian "machine" of representation is wmed 
into a roulene machine that is also a decoder: a reading, writing and 
memory machine as in Libeskind's fiery examples. Where architecture= 
drawing, drawing = machines that convert reality to acts of drawing. 
Graphos, drawing or describing, is a matter of coming to verbal and 
geometric terms with the liminal, whether in the logoi of cannibals in 
Herodows or the labyrinths of facts in the encyclopedia. 

~\'01 

Unexpectedly, dog drawing is in the position to draw the logic 

of jazz.. A major portion of early jan grew from the work song, where com
munications among slaves were concealed from the master's notice by 
dbub~-enJendre.s and complex rhytluns. But the primitive ancestors of the 
work song were full-bodied musical concealment of the acts of hunting, 
gathering. and fabricating. The thinlcing went that any harvesting of nature 
was an act of theft from the gods. The hymn concealed by praising. When 
modem jazz adapted the work song to the Mephisto rhythms of the 
machine age, it merged with a parallel critique of l' homme machine that 
had been developing through Mozart's Monostatos (Die 'Zmlberflote), 
Goethe 's Pausl, and Shelly'sFrankenstein. The Todelllanz looked beuer 
as the Black Bottom, Lindy Hop, or Stomp. And it kept the machine-god 
from noticing that we weren't really gears. 

In a secularized age, the dog architecrure of machine-drawing 
hides our poetic selves from our technological ~elves - and reveals the same 
to the same- by a logic opposite that of perwrufication. We are given the 
Pauline dyadof vision and blindness. Blindness to fmd, vision to know. We 
still need to steal, and (this is the troubling truth) although the gods are no 
longer, we still have the need to lie. 
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ne Represente~ Worl~ of t~e Stereograp~ 

The p-omise of life-like depth succeeded in drawing 19th
century humans into lhe steceoscope'. Its representations of distant 
territories we¥e p-aised for presenting "the plain, unvamished 
U\llh_things exactly as they are."' Like a photograph. a sltreograph is a 
preserved relic: "a trau_ something directly stenciled off the real, like a 
foorprint or a death mask .• ., The doubling of the ~lie seems contradictory 
at fU'St; the two photographic variations argue inaudibly, like not-quite
identical twins placed side-by-sideforcomparison. When the stereoscope 
flnally fuses the two images Logether, it provides a deep stage in which they 
can recove¥ some of their previous solidity and spaciousness.• 

Millions of stereographs stored away in archives undoubtedly 
offer large quantities of information from the past century and a half.S 
Gathering their information, howeve¥, requires one to ignore the "blind 
spot .. of the entire operation: the fundamental circumstances of stereogra
phy which were established with the vay fust stereoguph in 1838.• Even 
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before diverse wonders were captured from around the planet, the stere
oscope had opened up another, intrinsic, represented world with that 
dist.inct"atmosphere" which pervades all stereo graphs. Because it begins 
to demonstrate a comprehensive human-world relation, this represented 
world may be construed as the underlying "architecture" of stereography. 

Here, 'representation' does not imply that something 
merely stands in for something else as if it were a re
placement or substitute that enjoyed a less authentic, 
moreindirectki.ndofexisttnce. On the contrary, what 
is represented is itself present in the only way avail
able to it.7 

As if peering through the proverbial keyhole into another room, 
the observer's attention is cast into the greatly enlarged, but vaguely 
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familiar lerritory inside lhe stereoscope. When lhe mode of perception 
shifts from representation to presence, from observer to inhabitant, asmall 
world begl.llS to emanate from this manmade work. Observer and vista 
become partially embraced. and peripheral details of lustory and optics 
fade away. As lhe two flat stereographic images find a point in common 
and tentatively lock together, !hey are superseded by a quiet, inflated 
"space" with a strange kind of dcplh.' Relief in the scene occurs wilhout 
movement. Silence in lhe inner ear occurs wilhout decrescendo. 

Everything in this represented world is stratified into separate 
layers in relief (decoupage), each with compressed lhickness. The layers 
always face forward. If lhe observer were to consider moving laterally, 
!hey would lhreaten to pivot in unison, like flat leaves following the sun. 

The sequential arrangement oflayers launches an apprehcrtsible 

rhythmic pattern, a basso conJinuo independent of !he pictorial forms of the 
composition. As wilh music, this frontal rhythm resonates wilh lhe 
observer's body.' The separation of layers also leaves room for the body 
to imagine lhreading its way back and forlh across the territory, gaining 
admission to lhe previously hidden ponions at right angles to the original 
line of sight. Aat scenes, on lhe other hand, offer no relief and therefore 
no rhythm; !hey confront only lhe retina of !he eye, leaving the rest of the 
body in paralysis. 

With the extreme depth of field, foreground and background are 
pre focused; all lhings. near and far. remain equally sharp. Lateral 
scanning across the stereograph and lateral fine-runing for parallax. (con
vergence) summon only the extraocular muscles around each eye. The 
ctliary muscle in the eye is not engaged because a stereograph does not 
require active focusing (accommodation).'0The observer's lenses might 
as well be frozen. 

Despite lhe best efforts of the eye muscles. fuu.y objects cannot 
be sharpened. Although they seem to be out-of-focus, perhaps it'snotlheir 
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image which is fu1..zy, but !heir te~IUTe. 
A5 with photography, utereo camera will recognize and admit 

almostanysubjectmallerintoitsdepthoffteld. Onceadmin.ed.ofcourse, 
not all are able to play equally well. A fust-string stereograph must have 
a strong disposition, preferablywilh overlapping layers. Its front lines and 
its backficld should be equally sharp. Occasional flashes of brilliance are 
encouraging, and fine detail and texture promise sublle ITWIOeuvrcs in 
parallax. 

Early stereographs portrayed still life arrangements (nature 
morte ). and subsequent stereo figures have remained rather stilL However, 
unlike lhe involuntary slicing and fre.cWlg of temporal things in single 
photographs,11 stereo objects seem voluntarily posed. like partially-live 
mannequins occupying the world's largest wax musewn. In his novel 

Locus Solu.s, Raymond Rous..~el described a similar two-step revival of 
cryogenically-preserved characters: 

The professor prepared on the one hand vitaliwn and on the other 
ruurrl!ctine. When injected. .. into the skull of some defunct 
person._ !he two new substances, each of them inactive wilhout 
lhe other, (released) a powerful current of electricity at that 
moment, which penetrated the brain and overcame its cadaveric 
rigidity, endowing lhe subject with an impressive artificial life.1J 

Stereography presumes a desire 10 wander throughout its scen
ery .• , When the muscles of lhe observer's body anticipale depth in a stere
ograph. the static relief layers acquire a degree of temporality.'• Conse
quently, time is not quite fro1en; it alternately runs and stops. although no 
measurable movement can be recorded. When not being directly ob
served. stereo objects may !:Cem 10 move surreptitiously. usually a quick 
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nod or a gentle s\\;ay."~etimes a mad dash. By the time the observer's 
eyes w~mdcr ICJ'OS<; 1o ca.rch lhe action. all is still again. One·~ attention is 
clearly being monitored. 

Because of the sttteograpb's excreme depth of field, _.jacent 
figwes oca~py lhe same ranks in relief, apparently equidistant from the 
obsctVer. However, when one figure partially overlaps anolhcr figure, 
!hey suddenly repel each olher, tipped off by small discrepancies in 
parallax. These repulsions cause substantial bulges in lhe olherwise flat 
layers of relief. When confronted by humans, lhereprc..~entationswon 'tlic 
still." 

Garing horizontally at a sttteograph of lhe Grand Canyon pro· 
motes that familiar sense of depth; Joolcing dow/D\ ard at the same view also 

induces vertigo.11 As a mild, internal shot of adrenal in kicks in, !he palms 
of lhe hands and lhe soles of lhe feet begin to sweat. The represented world 
reaches out to encompass lhe body, wilh its neck muscles, its balance 
mechanisms, and its fear of falling. Like a musician literally being moved 
by a piece of music, u the observer is subc.ly seduced by lhe s~ereograph. 

Even physics is susceptible to change. In a photograph. running 
waier has been frozen but it still appears to be wet. In a stereograph it 
becomes solid and dry,li.ke glacier ice or clear plastic." Smoke becomes 
wisps of fitx'e which will not dissipate. Aying objects hover withouteffon; 
theyrc!ute gravity and suggest tha1 they're floating in a medium other than 
air. The stil1ncss, the silence, the optical glinunez, and the bulges in relief 
indicate a thick, fluid medium with mong. humorous currents: perhaps a 
numbing aqueous solution or some kind of synlhetic vi11eous gel. 

As one's eye muscles are engaged selectively when apprehend· 
in,g a stereograph. an imagiiwy mn inserted frontally into !his medium 
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might act in a similarly unusual way. Reaching in to grasp a stereo object., 
lhe arm might compress painlessly into unexpected ~lions. gradually 
coming to rest as additional floating layers in the stereoscopic relief. fn lhis 
semi-carnal space, bones and mu~clcs need not play !heir normal roles 
concerning compression and ten.~ion . 

Stereography is an especially vivid mode of representation 
because it's so determined to deny the surface of lhe image and convince 
lhe observer that a vital world exists beyond. Like the invisible seam 
between background painting and foreground figures in a diorama, !here's 
no clear distinction among observer, work. and stereo image. Reprcsen· 
talion and presence are fused togelher in a way which precipitateS !hat 
familiar atmosphere of siCTeography and resonates wilh olher modes of 

presentation. In a complementary way, stereo graphic qualities may even 
be evident in our own solid, spacious world. 

1' he Flf1h Column maaa ll in c 
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I Some observers with a "wandering eye" can integrate the two 
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PA: W.C. Darrah, 1977). 
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15. J. Moir Dalull,Practical Stereoscopic Plwlography (London: 
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16. "Bulging layers" m other pictorial works (for example some of 
G.B. Piranesi 's Carceri etchings) are due not to parallax shifts, but to 
slight disruptions in ourrepresentational expectations of familiar 
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A I be r to P e· r e z · G om e z 

" Ceci Tuera Cela " 

or 

Arc~itecture Deconstructs Ni~ilism 

CHARACTERS 

The lover 
The World 

An androgynous choir (always invisible, off stage and behind 
the spectators) 

Th~ play should be performed slowly, during twenJy.jour hours of 
uperienJialtime. /1 should /art as long as /M day. from sunrise to sunset. 
TMr~ ar~ M ifllermissions. The appropriate rhythm will dictate IM 
inlervals between scenes. (Please Mte left and right a.r tkMted in IM 
following script irrvariably refers to the spectators' poifll of view. 

'lhe Fif1h Column magat i n c: 



A l berto Pirez-Gomez 

SCENE I 

At the beginning,thestag~ is fully visible, although almost com· 
pleJ~ly dark. lt consists of a vertical sectwn, showing two distinct places 
separated by the plaN! of the horizon. The play will unfold like a 
mysterious mechanism inflicted with spherical perspective, disclosing the 
structure of the book. The upper scene reveals the familiarairportwaiting 
room with its glazed reflections and the rising sun. The Lover, silting on 
a soft moulded plastic chair, hand on suitcase, isabouttowake up. Barely 
discernible to the left,the city can be seen in the distance. On the right, the 
embarkalion gate leads towards total darkness. The mobile lounge is 

absent. 
The lower part of the sectwn shows the bedroom with which w~ 

are also familiar. The Lover liesnak.edonhisbed,facedown, apparently 
deep in dreams. The slight morning brume is dissipating and amidst more 
pronounced shadows, the cracks on the wall that had becoml! a map are 
gone. Behind the man still crouches a large cat with enormous bat-like 
wings outlined lJy the faint greenish light. In the rear stage, the sky 
corresponds to the black space of the upper realm, while a dm-k, jrery 
maelstrom (a dangerous whirlpool not far from the Norwegian coast), is 
the background under the horizontal dividing line. Eyes, large jr.sh, 
crosses, eyebrows or black elongated birds, balances and broken bound
ary landmarks are among the heavenly signs that can be barely seen, all 
disappearing. while in the foreground the marwneJte wires that extend 
between the places of the upper realm and the body of the sleeping Lover 
becoml! clearer and conspicuous, like the traces of shooting stars in the 
darkest firmament. 

While the action develops in the airport scene, the sleeping 
Lover in his room remains more or less motionless. Only the wires of 
destiny vibrate with greater intensity or become warmer as the events 
unfold. 

TheplaybeginswhentheLover,disoriented,openshiseyesand 
finds himselfinth£171(I2eofsteeland glass. His clothes are wet andsticlcy 
from sweating, and he is visibly overtaken by bitterness. An intensely 
bright, yellow sunlight spreads over the upper stage, glaring through a 
very low circular cUJ-oUl, aboUJfivefeet in diameJer.No other light is used. 

THE LOVER (addressing an intangible vision): Oh Polyal Where are you, 
my pleasure? You are mine ... you were mine ... she was mine. Vanished 
with my dream. The clearest of dreams. perfectly recoverable. A divine 
intimation? Just before sunrise, a crepuscular dream that filled only the 
inftnitely shon instant preceding orgasm. The experience of zero. My hand 
sliding onherthighand atthepreciscmoment when the tightly articulated 
limbs finally yield, revealing the Void, then the dream stops, as if my inner 
being had opted for temporal space, chaos and life over the seduction of 
death and its promise of a non-dualistic vacuity! 

THE CHOJR: The magician's power is the power of Eros, manipulation 
through passion and seduction, remaining ultimately unfulfilled in our 
temporal world. We are the victims of the artist and yet, this is om only 
hope for meaning, our sole alternative to catch a glimpse of the absolute. 

THE LOVER: My brief dream was chased away by the sun, who was 
perhaps ;ealous of my power and happiness; it was vaporized by the light 
that denies a lOmb tO my Poly a and. indeed. a.ll building designed in the 
imagcoflove. The light that ultimatelyoblitcrates the geometric incandes
cence, the coinciding poim of life and death, may thus also destroy 
civilization. This light must come to an end! 
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THE CHOIR: According 10 the ancient Egyptians, the word "dream" de
rives from the verb "10 awaken." And the sun is a two-way bridge of ftre 
between Being and Non-Being. 

TiiE LOVER: The millennium is approaching. We have flirted with 
reason for three thousand years. Moving perennially from East to West, 
wehavelived in the twilighL Now it's time for lhenight, for the age of 
awakening. We must escape through the gap in time that allows us 10 

reverse our direction and come back 10 our non-dualistic origin. 

TilE CHOIR: The fmnarnent can no longer be addressed by ils given 
name. Jacob's ladders collapse without a sound.. Everything is upside 
down and all that is squareisround.lbeMilky Way: ammon.iaca.J vapoUIS 
shining in empty space and bursting forth absurdly like the tean of a 
broken egg. the mucus of a dazzled eye or the opalescent offal of the 
shattered skull ofhumanity.lt is only a gap of astral spenn and heavenly 
urine, the true subslallce of communion! Heaven gradually turns into !tell 
and people must gradually turn into birds. 

THE LOVER: Adam found Eve at the time of awakening. That is why 
women ere so beautiful. The richest occurrences come 10 us long before 
our consciousness realizes iL When om gaze stops in the visible, we are 
already in love with the invisible. Intimate destiny! Yom absence in death 
does not deny 10 poetry the power 10 give us youth and convey wonder. to 
animate space and 10 articulate lhe speech of genuine thought. Death is not 

an event, but a substance, and true poetry an awakening. Let us proceed 
into a night dream, again into myth! 

TilE CHOIR: Love may not be genetically efficient, but it perpetuale.S hu
manity through metempsychosis by willing death away. Man. born poet, 
is not a creation of necessity, he is the creation of desire. 

THEWVER (standing up and facing the audience): The utemal world 
is not made ofi.nanimatematter .No impersonal laws are at all operational. 
All is flesh and the chiasm has been revealed. ThedeathofPolyamust be 
avenged. Catastrophe must ensue. or om ultimate transformation into 
objects will persist. 

TilE CHOIR: You know how it alwa)'S is, and yet humanity remains deaf 
to the call for authenticity. Will weeverbealrest? So many times already! 
The same ending once again? Will you not fmally belie,·e in reality? 1ne 
dream must be trusted. You have the divine in you, but beware of coveting 
the spurious. Or else you will never win out! 

THE LOVER: 'There is a certain point in the mind, now at last 8CCeSSible, 
from which reality and the imaginary. the past and the future. the 
communicable and the incommunicable. life and death. all cease 10 be 
perceived in a contradictory way. 

T~ lover t~n proceeds to Slop the sun from rising. ll~ places 
his suitcase on a low table upstag~ ONl o~ns iJ with a delibt:rau fP'IOiion, 
totally exposing its coftlents.l/e e.xJrociS [arSI t~ book of poetry. • Refl«· 
tions" isthetitleofthe colledwn, bwthisisperhapsno ltMg~r important 
for IN spectators. He I1UI rmwves the pulsaling,shiny sph.u~ which, as 
it is held much closer to the proscenium plaM, hides tN artificial sun 
compl~uly. 
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SCDiED 

The sphericti! depth has now become d011W14111, analogous to 
the luu1'1011 eye. The corn·DIJioliQ/ experience of puspective begmf to 
coilapst.. The ~~-piece, actn'ated b) the s1111, will soon .ttop. The end of 
the play coincides wiJit the end of the boot. The present reading is 23:23. 
At this mlJmD'IJ ,the strFKture oft he work. is disclosed as a superfluous geo
m£1rical illStru.menJ for the archilect to measure in Iter body the longest 
possibu day, preciselycalclllaled during the Summer solstice,the 21 sr of 
J lVII: a160 degrees North lalitutk. The vertical stage, wit la its strUCiure of 
Kirt:s lite a Keb oft~ meridians, is still visible, bill now sums to be 
con.:aind wi1lain the projecti011S of the sphere, which also reflects the 
conun:softhe srtitcase (this may be acJriE,;ed through an ingenious S)Slcm 

of lmses t:nd mirrors). 
The Lover contirwu to hold the sphere with fascinaJion., proba

bly aware ofils import ani flUid ion as a geographical inszrwnen.t and map. 
it is now dear thaJ il has ID'Idergone a process of crystalliuuion, by 
becoming smal1u and more pure. K'Uh resoluu motions,he then extracts 
a tool from his suitcase. As soon as he grasps the tool in his hand, the 
sphere appears intimately provoked. ShaK-ing his greaJ expertise, he 
begins carving the object. His cou.nten.ance shaws an expression of 
S1rength and delighl, typical of the craftsman in the ocr of creation.lt is 
peifmly evid.enJ thaJ he is making an orifice, perJuJps evenrually a 
cirCIIl.ar orifice, very dark and profound. Afru being carefully polished. 
the blad: crystal resembles lh.e pupil of an eye, or 1he inside of an egg, 
~ll!irely void of lighr. 

THE WVER: The time has come for the end. The sun will no longer rise 
and the crystal v.ill oblitcrale the dualism of shadow and lighL 

TilE CHOIR: In its implosion. the sphere will turn to be the darlc sky, 
synthesizing the space of the heavens and internal space. like the original 
mat pearl congealed in a heavy, fundamental water. Light will become 
corporeal and the matter of objects celestial. 

THE LOVER: This sphere acts like an uncanny anamorphic mirror that 
distorts orrlinazy objecu as they are projected outwards. The distorted 
objects, which are now real. reflect back on the incomprehensible. 
mOIUirous mirror. A key to our nightmarish jumble rests with the mirror 
reflecting the eye of the spectator, the black hole that I hold in my hands, 
the von.ex of emptiness that will fmallyabsorband liberate all ofhumanity. 

THE CHOIR: Liule by liule the black hole will turn itself inside out. 
sca:tering in a spin-weighted harmonic motion. Neutrinos, electromag
netic and graviw.ion.al forces will trealc through the barrier of reflecting 
metal or crystal surfaces. This lime the sphere will not be caprured by the 
stratagems of r~ and man will slOp imitating his ~J~CeStors. From 
within the fertilized egg-cell at the moment of conception, the world will 
appear as pure concavity, as space: Malwm. A new mode of dwelling on 
the earth. probably free from gravity in the conventional sense, will 
necessarily follow.Beyond theabsolute-event-hori7..on we will be able to 
TOUCH the invisible light. remaining impervious 10 violent l.OI'oidal 
forces. Men and women will increasingly reduce in si;o.e in order 10 share 
the fmite surface until, aftu the year 20,000, hwnanuy will adopt the 
dt.mension of zero. nnu the human race will ultimately vanish in a 
d1gnified manner and auain infinity. 
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The sphoical projection bee~ filled wiJh a dull yellow lighl 
in crescendo (the colour ofsand). The light mwnaJes from the surface of 
ajloaling square, illScribed in the sphue.lttumsfirst to brown and then 
dark red which then becomes brighler (the colour of blood), while the 
lwminous surface metamorphosizes into a triangle. Next the /iglu changes 
to a dark-bllu gray,followed by violet and then dirty grem, emergingfrom 
the lower part oft he sphere which now appears like afku semi-circle (the 
colour of the sea). Gradually the circle compll!les iJse/f.the lighl becomes 
more orange and finally incandescent yellow, turning into the brig Illest 
blue (the colour of 1100n), a radial ion so glaring thal the spectators are 
forced to c/o~ their eyes. The sphere is now so large thaJ iJ is no longer 
noticeable. 

TilE CHOIR: A man slaying a bull, a vulture eating the liver! The 
scrutinized sun can be identified with a mental ejaculation. foam on the lips 
and an epileptic crisis. No longer the preceding sun that had made the 
objects visible, epitome of beauty and goodness. The scrutinized sun is 
horribly ugly and yet. death by the consumption of fue is the least solitary 
of deaths. A true cosmic death that takes the whole universe with it! 

SCE!'\Eill 

Alllhe shadows in the upper stage have become permanent, re
gardlessofthererina/fluctualionsoflighl. Theobjecrshaveshiftedintheir 
relarivepositiollS, as di!pth has conrinued to collapse. The scene, however, 
is similar to the beginrUng of the play. A premoni1ion of l011ghler and 
catastrophe. The Lover now holds nothing in his hands. He slan.d.s up and 
walks grace[ ully to thumbarkat ion gare. Facing the abysmal darkness on 
the righl. oblique to backstage, he arrives ar rheedgeof a platform. As soon 
as he stops, very simple dance music is heard, the precise opposite of 
Wagner. 

TilE CHOIR: It is the time of awakening: the time of poetry which is the 
saying of the truth; the time for the realization of the dream. 

TilE WVER: The round-dance of thought must now conclude and 
become gesrure. but not a fertility ritual. Depth is on top and our destiny 
is to overcome heaviness. But wings are useless. The force of flight is in 
the dancing feet and flying is no longer forbidden. To will is to fly, to will 
with optimism the liberation of humanity. 

Jumping slightly, the Lover slrik.es the earth with his heels. 
Arching lais body from the feel to the nape of the neck, he becomes inflllitely 
vertical and rises inlo the freedom of night. /le really flies, [U'ILJlly 
delached. The upper .ftage is now dark. We can only see the marioneue 
wires that appear like shooting slars (conti1111ing into the unperlurbed 
lower secrion ofth.e s1age), and tluo Lover's body,freefrom gravity 

TilE CHOIR: Ooo-oo-ooo. The experience of ;oero in a unified field of 
5pacc-time. By means of a 5Ustained action from this quantum field. 
through powerful ceramic superconductors, it is possible to modify the 
curvature of space-time geometry so that the body can rise and climb in 
any chosen direction. 

The Fifth Column maga1in e 
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TM lover conJituus ascending, very slowly. 

THE CHOIR: Being is becoming and thereisnopresentor substance. only 
vacuity. Deeper, more profound, simple and essential than love itselfl 

TM lover pursu.es his strictly vertical levitation, avoiding any 
impression of swimming or drifting towards IM East or West. His deep 
breathing is noticeabk. TM atmosphere is absolutely odorkss, wilhoUl 
memories or spurious desires. 

THE CHOIR: The substance of freedom is air, because air is nothing and 
gives nothing. This is the greatest gift. 

THE LOVER (his voice now having an uncanny androgynous tone): 
Listen inside my head. I rise in the supreme voyage that goes nowhere 
along the horizon, desiring to reach the ocean in the depths of the sky that 
is never visible during the day. To become one with the primordial plasma, 
the opaque clarity or shade that is more brilliant than the light of the sun. 
Cold fue in the night, the semen of the universe, origin of a new sun. 

THE CHOIR: Night synthesized with the light of love. Real llight is 
always blind. Forever rising towards the cold, high and silent place 
integrated with our own Being. 

Whik the scene stays UIIChanged and the slow, undisturbed 
ascenJ oft M lover conJinues,the voice now comLr distinctly from tM lower 
sectionofthestagewhere:MbodyoftheLover remainsmotioni.essontM 
bed. 

THE LOVER: I saw myself partaking from the world of light. All was a 
rainbow of coloured light, yellow, red, green, blue and white. I experienced 
an overwhelming nostalgia for the colours of the world while I was earned 
outside myself by the violence of the presence. I wanted to fly in the air, 
but I noticed there was something resembling a piece of wood at my feet 
which prevented me from taking flight I kicked the ground with violent 
emotion and rose, shooting forth like an arrow from the bow. Suddenly I 
saw that Black Light had enveloped the entire univme. Rays of light 
joined in me and rapidly pulled the whole of my being upward Finally I 
reached the sphere of spheres, without quality or dimension and I was 
annihilated, losing consciousness. When I came back to myself I realiz.ed 
that this absolute light was 1. Whatever fills the universe is I; other than 
myself there IS emptiness. 

THE CHOIR: The yes and the no have been left behind. Now the formless 
is. In the perpetual present the soundless is, total and unending. 

TM levitating body in tM uppu stage now starts to varU.rh, a 
darlc vapour transformed inlo blaclc space and cosubstantial willt tM 
pleroma. Whik this happens, tM marion6te wires are pwlkd in all 
directions, becoming tt!ll.fe and incandescenJ. The MUd body of tM 
Lovu,lyingface oown on his bed, shows Wldisg~d signs of uciJemcnl 
through mot1on, rubbing his groin and fw against tM surface of tM 
sheets. 
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THE CHOIR: Love is the fun scientific hypotlais for the objective re
production of fire. the origin and apocaiYJlle of culrure. Prometheu.t was 
a vigorous lover. 

TM body of tM Lover now appears fragmenled.ln every limb 
there is a whole body, tM gestures ofluuno.ni.ly are present in every part. 
Bwthe geruJLr of each limb is definitely not recognizabk. Beo.wifwlly 
crafted piece.s rub against one anotMr and become visibly inflamed. 

THE CHOIR: The fue is not pure any more, it has been stolen from the 
gods. Desire is genetically inefficient, but it abides at the root of Jmman 
order. Infmity remains and humanity endures between an eclipsed 
Beginning and a glaring Beyond: a rwo-way tt&ffJC that discloses the 
architecture of the Desh of the world. We await 

Twodelicau hands carefully ta.lcea long and er eel piece of j7.esh 
and slide it into a dry fwure. Always two hands. Slowly and deliberauly 
they rub it, patiently roUJJing and wailing. TM work has a rlr]tlrm which 
is accompanied by other mol ions, prilnilive 17UI.ric and song. After a few 
mimlles of expert craftsmanship a new order has bun created. TM 
primordial tlialectic of soft and hard has been synthesized in a novel, 

intimate substance. Neither a tat in tM past, pupelually absent, nor a 
pure and t!lernal presence of notlting. Ra~Mr, tM fwure universal 
language: I M bodily fragment..saretotally mveloped by alwmid, invisible 
dtulcfve.TheandrogynousMad, placedontMpillow,suddenlyopDISits 
eyes in an orgiastic exprusion of death. Depth has now colliJpsed 
compktely. TM shifting objects have all dissolved inJo :M centre. The 
stage becomesabsolwely pitch blac/c.No more games of appearance. The 
last images to vanish are a view of the planet from Olller space and the 
deolh-bed in :M room. 

From tM planL of :M t!llrlh., dividing :M b/aclcspace above and 
the dtuJ:fve bdow, thepanicipantsca.nfeel :M ema.na1ion of an intense 
heat. They brealhe deeply, wilh a delibuate. musical rh]thm, czending 
tMirSD~Saandopeningeveryporeof:Mirbodiu.TheyjiNJJJJexperimce 

:M omnipresent coincidence of desire and fulfi./moal: their i.ndivid.wJ1 
compkte.ness as necessary participants i.n :M contirwum of life. TM new 
light, diffused in infi.ni.Jespace, is obviously diu/c. Bwt the obscure prt!SOia 
of :M Lover's tomb is Ulldeniabk: the first ardlilectwe of a new age fi'IIJde 
wilh :M spectators' own flnh, primordial substance of inlufMSed mind 
and matter, tM fowl coincidence, supreme apex of an.alogy. TM inlimale, 
warm emanation radiatingfrom tM tomb, capable of peN!lraling beyond 
the surface of things and pruenl to all the W'I.St!S, is ours fouver to /cup 
and share. 

Albuto Plrn-G6mn is tM Bronfmim Professor of Arcltilutural H i.story 
a1 McG ill University. He has taught and lectured i.n ~UVnDous schools of 
architecture in Europe and North America, and is tM ai/Jhor of Arehir«.-
1\lte and the CrisiS of Modem Science (MfT Press, 1983). TIUs anick is 
part of a forthcoming work MlM relationship be/wan eroticism and 
architecture in the drNm ofPoliphilo ( 1499). 
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So W~at Do You Say to a Pine Tree ... 
"_.in a certain sense, ardritecrure cm be said to have 
crealed its matc:rials and methods itself." 
A. Aalto, 1938 

The intention of this paper is to e.umine the work of Alvar A alto, 
but IlOl by ronventional methods of inquiry. The search here is not for a 
system that will assure the pncrlcing m:hitect of success. Instead, the 
desire of this paper is to reveal some of Aalto • s concem fur mythical order, 
which enabled him 10 're-make' meaning in the physical world. This is by 
no means to say thJ1 every work by Aalto cm be called a 'work of Art •. or 
llw the incorporation of myth is to be found in every projecL 

The ••wart of An'' crealeS itself via the artist. not necessarily 
myaoe ~;th a brush or chisel. but rather through one who is ~illing to 
'listen • 10 art speak and cm then re-present thalonier. This re-presentation 
is an interpretive ac:t which involves more than simple depiction. It 
involves a perception of an ordered my!hicaltruth which is revealed 
through expc:riczx:e. and is simultaneously understood through the experi
coce of re-making the myth. Il is this interac:tioo between Art and artist. 
An and mm. tlw. provide us with a model in which we may look at 
architecture and its relationship to Aalto. Through this relationship. 
arc:hitecture becomes a builtexplanarionof an order, and not buildings as 
a£Sthecic objeas. 

The role of myth inF nmish culture has been crocial to it's devel
opmml. The Kalevala. tint published in 1835, and again in 1849. had been 
a verbal tradition of creating in poem-song the mythical tales of creation, 
heroes, magic., unseen spirits, love, and the inevitable • other world'. It was 
compiled in the 19Lhce:nnuy by a generation ofF'mns that were interested 
in establishing a national and distinctive cultural identity rooted in the 
language md story te.lling lrlditions of the people. The re-aeation of the 
Ka!&ala by the oralor was m interpretive art-form that could not be 
undertaken by just anyone. but ooly through those who possessed this 
special talent was the Kalt!llala passed on. 

This epic poem opens with the with the birth of Yainamoinen 
(the immortal god who is tbe companion, hero, and soul of the F'mns), 
whose conception lakes plac:e when the Virgin of the Air lowers herself 
into the sea and becomes impregnated by the Wind and the Waves, 
transforming her into theW ater-Mother. Almost immediately, a teal flies 
past searching for a suitable place to dwell. Building her nest upon the knee 
of the Water -M~. the teal lays her eggs. The eggs then fall from the nest 
and break, the lroken pieces are lrlln.Sformed into the elements that become 
tbe ordered universe. 1be Iowa fragments become the earth, upper 
fragme:rus the sky. the yokebecomesthesun, the white becomes the moon, 
and that of the egg which is blackish is transformed into clouds. After the 
creation of the basic elements from the cosmic egg, the Water-Mother 
sculpts the land and the depths of the seas, all the while still bearing the 
immortal V ainamoinen, who is to remain unborn for another thirty years. 
V airwnoinen is then released from his tiresome nest into the sea. and 
tossed about for a grearlength of time. Fmally reaching the more. he sets 
his feet upon the surface of a treeless land and the world begins. 

The importance of the Ka~ala in the Finnish culture is still 
prevalent and taught in FIMish schools today, even though the emphasis 
has been redirected. When the 1849 ttarulation was published, it consisted 
of22,795 lines of poetry. By 1948 when the Finnish Literature Society 
produced their edition, the epic had grown to approximately I ,270.000 
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lines and was published in 33 volumes, yet this was only about half of the 
verses which had been collected at the time. The numbers are not 
important, but to see the value placed on the myth and the tradition of 're
making' the myth, does provide us with some insight. This concern for 
'making' as the explanation of an order seems to be present in the work: of 
Aalto where mythical and poetic thought are incorporated into conven
tional building. The continuous discovering and re-discovering of this 
order in the 'world' is to be fotmd in such tactile curiosities as colwnns 
wrapped with leather straps, saunas with sod roofs, fireplaces with curv al
inear walls, or displac:cd Japanese details. 

A alto's perception of architecture both past and present, is that 
of a being. a dynamic entity. In the opening quote, Aalto bestows upon 
architecture some characteristics of a living phenomena, seen to have the 
capacity to govern its own development, in particular the realm of 
materials and methods. Further implications of such an aularlomy would 
also suggest that man is not the instigator of such development but is in fact 
a participant, a necessary fragment of a greater whole whose development 
takes place within a lime-frame independent of man • s impetus. It was not 
only the technological aspects of building that held Aalto • s interest, but the 
perception of some 'other order' or quality that when maintained as the 
primary goal of architec!UJ'e, kept the secondary (but none the less 
necessary tectonics of building) concerns in proper perspective. These 
guideposts of the 'other' provided by theAalto lead us from space to place, 
a place where the (modern?) artist is destined to reside: the place between 
the temporal material present, and the poetics of dwelling. But before 
speculation takes over completely we should take a closer look: at the words 
of Aalto himself. 

"Architecture is not only a quality of finished con
suucted results but to a higher degree a stratified 
process of the development in which, together with 
internal reciprocal action, new solutions, new shapes, 
new building materials, and steady changes in the 
ideas of construction are continually being created . ... 

"I believe, in fact. am convinced that in their begin
nings architecrure and other genres have the same 
starting-point- a starting point which is, admittedly, 
abstract but at the same lime influenced by all the 
knowledge and feelings that we have accumulated 
inside us ... 
A. Aalto, 1938 

There can be no doubt that A alto was a 'building' architec1, but 
he was also deeply concerned with theoretical issues. His search for archi
tecture was more than just a fmal product of assembled details and 
materials. Aalto clearly states that the reality of architecture is found 
in(between) the layers of the design process. At the most basic level, this 
process would involve the analysis of the building program along with the 
functional issues, common to the practice of architecture. But it is the 
acknowledgment of the 'other', in this case the "internal reciprocal 
action", that professionalism should be concerned with. It is this personal 
level of understanding which appears to separate Aalto from the norm of 
general practice. 
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The phrase "internal reciprocal action" holds much insight into 
A alto's thought and inspiration. It contains the outcome of much personal 
searching and pondering of the issues which encompass the question of 
meaning in architecture. The 'internal' suggest that which is inside or 
contained within, consequently that which is normally accepted as con
cealed, overshadowed and protected by an exterior. To bring to our 
attention the 'internal' is to acknowledge theexisteneeof a related exterior, 
which is connected through an order that allows the two parts to function 
as a unit or body. Each part • s existence is dependant upon the other, yet 
each is the other's opposite, to a point. At this 'point' the distinctions that 
keep these two parts separated are no longer A alto's concern. What 
becomes important at this 'point' is the consideration of what holds these 
opposites together, what is the common element to be found in these 
opposites that allows for theic union to create a 'real wall'. For these two 
elements to work as unit. there must be a common goal by which each side 
of the wall both 'influences' and is 'influenced by'. It functions as a body, 
a whole where the combined experiences of the exterior and interior create 
a working knowledge. 

So much for the mechanics. The validity of experience, as it 
pertains to knowledge is that it provides a lived connectedness to an event 
or occurrence from which an order is found. This perception of order 
begins to take shape after an event has been internalized and reflected upon 
at a personal level. The associations that are made from this reflection 
(including the connection to unrel:ued and/or opposite events) creates a 
personal ground of meaning: Knowledge [this simplification is about 
'speaking the unspeakable' not psychology]. When the meaning is 
discovered in experience, theknowledge that is brought forth is true myth. 
This form of myth can exist at a cultural level as well as a personal level. 
At both levels however, it was the re-connecting of the 'internal' that was 
necessary to provide a meaningful base for Aalto's architecture, .. .A 
real wall. 

With 'reciprocal-action •, on the other hand. A alto is speaking of 
an active displacement thatresultsin an inversion. This is aspecificand de
termined motif in which the intention is to go beyond conventional 
experience so as to be left free to uncover and investigate its counterpart, 
the embodied experience of myth, i.e. the 'other' side of materials, details, 
and the design process. To consider this approach in reference to the act 
of design. it is the rational and learned responses that plagues the 'planners' 
mentality. To purposely avoid this by allowing the mythical and scientifi
cally irrational portion of the mind and body to participate with a project., 
the discoveries that would usually be withheld become unveiled. The 
integration of this internal knowledge proved to be an essential part of 
AaiLO • s work as it provided a proper balance to the pragmatics of archi lec
ture, but more importantly, it gave a solid ground of meaning for the 
'making' of form. It is this personal comprehension of the 'space of 
modem man' and its relationship to the 'place of mythical man' that allows 
his work to stand as a built order, the reconciliation of the internal and 
external can be experienced. As before, the question is one of ftnding a 
common element that would allow for the m am age of two seemingly 
opposed elements such the modern and the mythical. 

So to follow the true form of 'reciprocal action' in Aalto's 
thought, the place to seek such an ambiguous element is most likely 
'standardization'. In discussing the continually changing, but constant 
face of architecture Aalto states: 

"One further aspect of architecture must be called to 
mind in this contellt.: the oldest, and at the same time 
most recent technique. standardization. One of its 
most important results was the systematic arrange-
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ment in architecture. By standardization one often 
understands a method which creates unifonnjty and 
formalism. This defmition is obviously false. True 
standardizalion must be used and developed in such a 
way that the parts and raw materials have qualities 
from which the greatest possible number of different 
combinations will ensue. 

I once stated that the best standardization comm inee 
in the world was nature herself: but in nature stan
dardization appears. above all and most exclusively 
only in the smallest units, the cell. This results in 
millions of elastic connections in which there is no 
trace off ormalism. Furthermore, this gives rise to the 
enormous wealth of orgaruc growing shapes and their 
eternal change. Architectoruc standardization must 
follow the same path. .. 

To consider Aalto 's wordsmorecloselyreveals something very 
interesting: 'gre:uest possible number of connectiom', 'the abilily to 
provtde millions of elastic connections', 'enormous diversity in shapes' 
and • eternal change' are contradictory to the 19th and 20lh C. concepts of 
standardization. This is not about mass-production or a technically 
simplified utopic life. 

This statement has nothing to do with the visual or physiC41 
properties of architecture. but with the invisible, mythiC41 otder of nature 
herself. It is these qualities that must aist as both the basis and the goal 
of a work. Oncethisdualityofmythis gnsped"theworlc.ofart"bas given 
itself to the artist. whose task is then to interpret and re-present the order 
in the making of the work. Theoutcomeofthisuseofmaterials, allows for 
and almost provokes a new interpretation with each encount.er. This is the 
same tradition of' making· which has been the life-blood of the Kalevala 
for the past 2500 years. 

The notion of standardization in Aalto 's work and lectures then 
is more closely related to the comrnonality found in opposites. a thread 
which links the seemingly unrelated in such a way that they become 
inseparable; a body is made. This thread provides a flexible bonding lh11 
has the ability to transcend time. change its form from perceptual (primor
dial experience). to physical ( architectu.re as making order), finally return
ing back to perception through re-interpretation. in short the Myth is 
(re)made. It is thiselemmtthat bonds theintcmalto theextemal;providfi 
acQMt'ctionthatallowscachsideofthewall to influence and be that which 
is influenced; it functions as a body in that meming is discovered in and 
through experience, last but not least it is the only way real meming can 
be embodied into a physical place in order to define Place in fM world. 

True Myth: the clement that provides a connection from the 
body to a Place in the world. 

It is with this understanding of m)·th that the Kaleva/a can be 
seen as an appropriate means of grounding in the Finnish culture. But in 
the larger issues concerning myth. be they cultural or personal. it is the 
(re)makingofmyth into anorderthatbrings us to the 'point' where we may 
participate with the invisible workings of the world. .. 

... our Place. 

M is fon~rly from anotMr land of pi~ trees. Not an acaderrUc, M just 
calls'em like M sees 'em. 
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Water is Not a Gas 

(a mounta~le a~~roximation ) 

1 This work is also known as lhcEtant Donn6s: l"lachuted'eau, 2"1egaz 
d'&lairage ... , and is presently located at the Philadelphia Museum of 
Art. 
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Dear Reader, 

There have been numerous articles and books speculating on the 
origins and meaning of Marcel Duchamp's work. Therefore, I will 
not present you with another of these speculations. Instead, after 
reading this quote: 

'Thc.rc meanings are arranged with as strict a regard a.r possible for 
their appearance in order of time. They are liable to a lithe 
qualifications ro which words themselves are liable." 

found on page X of the instructions on how to read the dictionary 
lying on the desk in front of me, I realized that I had srumbled onto 
perhaps the one true method for determining accurate origins and 
meanings. It seemed simple enough ... maintain rigour with respect to 
"appearance in order of time", but most importantly, qualify the 
words! ... I began from this illumination by gathering my resources, 
specifically, The Oxford Universal Dictionary on Historical Prin
ciples, and Origins: A Short Etymological Dictionary of Modem 
English 

Preceding in a 'strictly' logical and precise manner, if we are to 
assume that Duchamp has Given: 1° the waterfall and 2° the illumi
nating ga.~ 1 • his final major work completed in secrecy between I 946 
and 1966, would it not be correct to hypothesize that Water Is not n 
Gas. (even though water and gas may be fowtd on every floor)2? 1 
went to work ... 

"Wnler (wo:ler), sb [Corn. Teul.: OE. waeter :0 
Teul. •walnr- ;-- lndo-Eur. •wod (as m Russ. voda, cf. Vodka); •wed
{OTeul. •waet- Wet a.) :ud- {as in Skr. uddn. Gr. vowp, genil. voaros;-
'udnlos. L. unda wave).] 
I. The liquid or which seas, lakes and rivers are composed, and which falls 
as rain and issues from springs. When pure, il is transparent, colourless 
{except as seen in large quantity, when it has a blue tint). tasteless, and 
inodorous ... 

Is {iz). v. 3 sing. pres. indic. or vb. Be, q.v. - (bi), V. [OE. bean, r. stem 
beu-. An irreg. and defective vb., the full conjugation or which is made up 
or the surviving inflexions of lhree vbs., ,;z. (I) the original Aryan subsl. vb. 
with stem es-, Skr. as-. Gr. eo-, etc.; (2) lhe vb. wilh stem wcs- , Skr. vas
to remain; (3) the stem beu-, Skr. bhu-, Gr. ov-, t..ru-, OE. bean to 
become. For the history of the inflexions see N.E.D. s.v.] 
I. To have place in the realm or fact, to exist; also, to live ... 
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FOLD A LONG UNE 

I 
1 Mot (nol), a. and sb. Now dial. [OE. t:.nol; etrrn. t.nkn..] 
I 1. Clcse-cropped, shcrt-l!aired ... 

I A (e1).PI. aes, A's, As. (Gr. Alpha, Heb. Alepb) 
I I. The flr.!l leller cf lhe Roman and En&J.ish alptabeL 
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GIIS (gaes), sb.1 PI. gases (gae:$C%). See cbcs., 
1. GIIS, 'invented' early in Cl? by alchemist Van Helocnl, wu !tlggesled by 
I. chacs or its Gr source, ihacs_ 

Period [.] (peieriod), sb. late ME. [a. r. ~riode, ad. 1.. periodcs. goiq 
round, cycle of years, etc., f. Peri- + way.] See odograpb. 
1. E odograph and odometer are, lil, {joun:.ey, hence) distance-describer (cl 
graph al grammar) and distance-measurer, lhe fcrcer beil:g of E foroa
lion, lhe laller deriving from Gr hodomelron (cl metre el measure) ... " 

"(Water:) 1t is considered as antagonistic to fire, (Is:) to come into 
existence. come about, happen. or take the place. 0-iot:) of sheep or 
cattle which are hornless. (A:) The low-back-wide vowel. formed 
with the widest opening of jaws, pharynx, and lip.s, (Ga :) i ntimately 
akin to khaos, is khasma. A gaping abyss, mearting to gape. hence 
empty space, (Period(.]:) q oing rowtd. in o cycle of yeiTS." 

"As supplied for domestic needs, especially as distributed through 
pipes to the houses of a district, t he original negation s i~ifies 
Khaos. 8 eing the 'atmosphere' and 'wtformed matter', •1l1in o course 
or extent of time it was used o $a drink, for satisfying thirst. or as 
necessary aliment for animals and plants. t o continue, or remain. I! is 
u sed redundant!)' after forbidding. dissuading or preventing i n logic. 
a wtiversal afflflllativc. 

C haotic, 1s analogous .,.. ith for e'amplc. erotic and hypnotic, o round 
of time marked by the recurrence of astronomical coincidences. U .cd 
as a unit in chronology. C ouplcd with other negatives or repeated, in 
law or reasoning, any one thing or per~on is o vast cleft in the e.vth: 
.,.. hence chasm a. Later adopted to expre -s excessi"e yawnint. 

Fictitious capital is created b) lhc watering of o thing known by a 
certain name. o laced first for the sake of empha.:-i~. In algebra it 
stands for J..:nown quantities, o suppo~ed occult principle in all bodies, 
regarded as an uhrarardied condition. Jt as disc:ovtred • y, b the 
interval between the recWTencc of phra es in a vibration, w hen wed 
for washing. steeping, or boiling. 
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2 "Eau et gaz lltous les ~tages." is one of Marcel Ducharnp's late n:ady
madcs (1958), which was an enamel sign found on Parisian apartment 
houses at the turn of the century. 
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T he first, best. or unique person or thing is a ny aeriform or com
pletely elastic fluid in a ny roWld or portion of time occupied by a 
recurring process or action. Usually used i1 denoting contrast or opposi
tion to what precedes, with or without a proclitic and toneless h 
istory, or of some continuous process, sudl as life. 

t.!avinq in waves, s till .. a living elemenL With negatives, implying 
the afflrmative term hence defining time, as in twice a day, it wos 
afLCrWards extended from time to space, measure, weight, and 
number. later u sed to fill a balloon or airship, a ne of the larger 
divisions of geological time, where any quantity or depth, wos suffi
cient or insufflcient for navigation t o have a place in the realm of 
fact, to exisL To rrve. onoloqous to sheep or cattle which are hornless, w 
om dov.'ll, and filled 11ith empty talk, or bombast, may be the 
c ompletion, and end of any course. 

ReceiW!q into a boat or ship through a leak (the virgin); or by the 
breaking of the waves over the side:., c omes into existence, comes 
about. happen s, or take s place. The original negation. Superposi
tion: on, as a bed (of branches). Motion: on, upon, on to, as a field (in a 
lands:ope). Juxtaposition: on, at, as in a right or left {eye). Position or 
Situation, in (the womb). Direction or Position: towards, as a back 
{reversibility). Partition: in, into, as a piece (the brick hymen). Position in a 
series: at, in, as a fli'St (virgin-bride). Time: in, on by, as a nighL 
Marmer: in, with, as purpo~:e (art/li!e). Capacity: in any one's name 
(use to take the bachelor's). State: in, as a life (the letus/absefVef). Process: 
in course of (nine months). Action: with be, engaged in (memory imprint). 
To step or tread on the gas, to accelerate a motor engine by pressing 
down the accelerator pedal with the foot (visual indillerence). 
Consummation, conclusion is an enveloping or covering medium found 
in various phrases. It is used redWldantly after forbidding, dissuading or 
preventing. Away, on up, and out. In the final stage, a body on the surface 
of the earth continues to remain. Coupled with other negatives or re
peated, on. in. engaged in, supplies or lights up with the highest point 
reached (or-gas-mic). The substance of which the liquid water is one 
form among several, placed forthesakeof emphasis against and opposite 
a gas flame at the point or stage of advance, a moment or occasion. In 
ancient speculation it was regarded as one of the four (or later, five) 
elements of which all bodies are composed, therefore existing as a thing 
known by a certain name. With terms of number or quantity it was 
effective in eJtpressing addition, incrc11se and changing into. To imprcg· 
nate, is to effect or attack the appointed end of a journey. 
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Little, W., The Oxford Universal Dictionary on Historical Principles, 
edited by Onions, C.T., third edition, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1955. 

Partridge, E., Origins: A Short Etymological Dictionary of Modem 
English, second edition, New York, McMillian, 1959. 

Making a future appointment or arrangement, hence of necessity, 
obligation or duty, denoting contrast or opposition to what precedes, with 
or without, is toutterlydeceiveby talking gas, to vapour or talk idly. The 
goal. 

To exist is also to live with negatives, implying an affirmative sex suffix. 
So chaotic is this analogy with for example, uotic and hypnotic that it 
dissolves ... 

Used to denote various watuy liquids found in the human or animal body 
either normally or in disease, the original negation in logic, is a univCTSal 
affmn.ative. A vast cleft in the earth: whence chasm a, was latCT adopted 
to express excessive yawning. This phenomena was discovued to be 
derived from the odograph and odometer, which are distance-describers 
and distance-measurers (hence journey). 

The fluid contained in the amniotic cavity, provoked by appetite, for any 
one thing or person, is a supposed occult principle in all bodies, regarded 
as an ultrararefied condition, going round, in a cycle of years. Therefore 
to urinate, is to continue to remain coupled with othu negatives. 
Repeated, in algebra, it stands for known quantities of any aCTiform or 
completely elastic fluid, usually used for marking a course or extent of 
time. 

The flfst, best, or unique thing discovered for lighting or heating was 
around the time marked by the recurrence of astronomical coincidences. 
This unit in chronology, was to exist as the thing known by a certain 
name. With terms ofnumberorquantity, a weakening of 'one' became 
proclitic and toneless. An appointment or arrangement became neces
sary because of obligation or duty (we aren't really sure which?). 
Contrast or opposition to what precedes, with or without, defl.nes time, 
as in twice a day, afterwards extended from time to space, mea..~ure. 
weight, and number. Empty talk, or bombast, is the interval between the 
recurrence of phrases in a vibration. 

When the eyes fill and run with moisture, the original meaning implies 
the affirmuive, worn down by a recurri.ng process or action. Subse
quently the teeth secrete abundant saliva in the anticipation of appetiz
ing food or delicacies. Still a living element with negatives, implying the 
affirmative term, the sex suffix which was discovered to deceive, by 
talking gas, to vapour or talking idly ... dissolved ..• " 

(To be Looked at with One Eye, Close to, for Almost an Hour)1 
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Na1alija Suborincic is currenJly engaged in exploratory vivisection 
under an" authetic. 

'This is thetitleofMarcel Duchamp's third glass study executed in 1918. 
presently located in the New York Museum of Modem Art. 
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S~ace - Dance: neater 

0 chestmll-tree, great-rooted blossomer, 
Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole? 
0 body swayed to music, 0 brightening glance, 
How can \\-e know the dmcec from the dance? 

W .B. Y eats, Among School Children 

I. OVERTURE M'"D TH.E FIRSf PERFOR!\fASCE OF 
SPACE- DASCE: THEATER 

In his ln.nilwio Orororia, the Roman rhetorician Quintilian de
scribes in considerable detail how imagined buildings could serve as mne
monics for orators, the rooms, passages and other architectural feanues be· 
coming mental storage places for points to be covered in a speech. With 
the mind's eye you could go inside and fmd things always in their places 
as pictures of liule boxes each with its idea displayed like a trophy on a 
pedestal. ll was. I think, a tomb-like house be was describing, a place 
outside of time andsiuing four-squarein the imagination likeastolid rock 
in a turbUlent sea. rn such a house it would not be possible to memorize 
the dance. 

It was for this reason that the old choreographer, when he 
thought about his !heater-house, saw the space inside as a function of time 
and dreamed a nascent architecrure which flowed like ribbon streamers 
from his dancers ' limbs. JL was said that he could dream of time as a pure 
essence, seeing it piclllred in pure movements and that he could Lake any 
of these kinetic passages and hold it together so time became a simultane
ity. Then slicing it through as though it were an orange, he could look 
insideoftime. Thestruclllre tht"rewas always poised and potential, restless 
and coming apart. 

When the choreographer and his danct"rs fust met the architect 
to discuss how they would work together. the distances between them were 
vast. You could sense it in the desiccated speech passing between them. 
How do you speak to the choreographer? How does the choreographer 
speak to the dancers? How would either speak to the architect? And after 
it has begun in some simple way. once you have agreed, for example, that 
to &ay "blue" means, for the moment at least, the same color to everyone 
- the color, say, of the slcy - and that this is a window and that a teacup, 
then what will be next? Teacups becoming windows; windows ftJled witll 
blue? Or about more complicated words and what they are to mean and so 
to go from colors to objects, from objects to qualities, from qualities to 
values and from values to judgments. 
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It was late in the afternoon; the group was breaking up. The 
architect sitting apart by a window was drawing aimlesslyonasmall white 
pad, assembling liu.le ink lines into a li U.le house. The choreographer came 
up behind him where he could look over the architect's shoulder. 

-"Il is quite wonderful to watch someone draw," he said politely. 
-"But perhaps you could tell me, what is the first thing you want to 

know about a line in your drawing?" 
-"Why, how long it is," the architect said without looking up. 

The choreographer looked down at his feet and shook his head. 
-"No," he said softly, 'The first thing you want to know is how the 

line was made." 
The architect thought for a momcnL 

-"You mean with a pencil or a pen? You mean was it freehanded or 
drawn with an instrument?" 

-"What I mean to say is this, was the line made with the fmgersor with 
a gesture." 

Later that night the architect found anenvelopeslipped under his 
door and inside a single sheet of paper on which the choreographer had 
copied out in neat block letters, perhaps from memory, the following 
paragraph from RudolfLaban 's The Languag~ ofMovemenJ: 

Movement is, so to speak, living architecture - living 
in the sense of changing emplacemcnts and changing 
cohesion. This architecture is created by human 
movements and is made of pathways tracing shapes in 
space and these we call "trace forms." 

Below on the same sheet, but "'Tittcn in a more musing hand of 
script characters like figures m a soft drawing, thechorcographer wrote, "If 
it were in my JX>Werto do it.. this is the way r would makemy hou.~c. You 
sec. a hoc, even when it pn.~scs through chaos, develops its own logic and 
meo.~urc." 

volume seven number 3 

U. CHOREOPRAXIS Al'ID THE SECO!'IiD PERFORMANCE 
OF SPACE- DANCE: THEATER 

On certain further points the notes which began to arrive from 
the choreographer seemed quite specifiC: 

l .Tile dancen are to be selected at random from the general 
population. 
2.The dancers are to be taught the st.eps and movements of the 
dance. 
3.11le st.epS and movements of the dance are to emulate those of 
the general population. 

Then followed a more general narrative in which it was first 
stated thatthedancehad been performed at such and such a time and place, 

then that it had not been performed, and fmally that it did not matt.er tf it 
was or was not performed. There was also a small box containing 52 black 
and white photographs tied together with a red ribbon and a whiLe cud on 
which it said that the photographs had been taken at precisely thirty second 
intervals throughout the twenty-five m.inut.e rehearsal of"Space -Dance: 
Theater." 

In the narrative the choreographer commented on the hopeless
ness of trying to make a record of something fluidic and continuous 
through a discontinuous and static medium like photography. 

"You should not., therefore, take~ephotograph.stobe arcconf 
of the dance," the note said . .. Rather they are lilcened to 8 ruin 
where time has worked o\·cr something whole, removing parts 
and more parts Wttil only 8 few are left to us." 

More instructions followed: 
"You may shuffie the packet of photographs anyway you wish 
and have somconecut them through as though they were a deck 
of playing cards. Then when you are satisfied, deal them oul, one 
at a time, into a line in any order whatsoever. The photographs. 
as you deal them, will be the pcrfonnance." 
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The photographs did indeed picture people dressed in leotards 
s.nd dance tights. caught at ~e point in a movement which to a trained 
eye rnit}lt suggest both a rusonable lead-in and follow-through. But the 
lc:ngth of the interVals between them and the fact that the pictures were dealt 
out at random made it impossible to li,'Tee upon any logical connection 
bet\\ een them. Ylbat v.-.s even more unUStUl about the photographs were 
the bad:srounds. Each put the dancer in a different scene: One a freeway. 
another a Cll)' street. a third an airport landing strip, a fourth a bucolic 
m~·. and so on. Alv.ays Lhere v.-.s a strange detachment between the 
dancers md the baCkground as though someone had cut out the dancer's 
pictures and pasted them do\\11 onto the bacl;ground scenes. For although 
Lhe dancers were alv.-ays pictured prominently in the for-eground. ~ome
tunes da:t~erously positioned directly in the path of aspeedjng automobile. 
they v.cre ">talJy u:na~ao-.re of what was going on around them jtl$t as 
p.users-by tppcaring in some of the photognphs seemed equally oblivious 
of the p-ese:na: of the dancers. On the back of the photogaphs the 
chon:og2pber had pcocilc:d in v. halbe called "musical notes" for each pas· 

"ge as. for example, "freev.aypulse. 5:30p.m. ~uration26secs."or"soft 
v.ind rustling trees- 28 secs:· 

At the conclusion of his note the choreographer again exJX'esSed 
his general diSsatisfaction with the limitations of the photographs but 
concluded that as far as he was concerned this was the dance as well as he 
could remember it 

III.CIIOREOTO:'\ICS A~D THE THIRD PERFORMA~CE OJ.' 
SPACE-DA~CE:THEATER 

Ochle v. as a da.'lCCr, she was supposed to act the part of lhe inkl'. 
locutor. She decu1ed it "'ould be best to begin simply. After dealing one 
of lhe photographs from the middle of the paclce.t and studying it for a 
moment. she announced that she lhought she saw the dancer there aliting 
from a }£te of leap. The precise movement she cailed a Grand JeJe m 

T oumanJ. The passage comprised a u:ries of stable movement through a 
tum,cmeringadistanceofperhapslhrccpaces,whichbroughtherintothe 
Classical first pnition. feet extended parallel to the shoulders, from which 
she again turned v,;htle gathering herself gracefully into a full e.x rension l!n 

pomle before launching off into an elegant. soaring, backward leap, 
comingfinallytorestinan arabe1qut! tableau.TI&ccntiresequcncc, which 
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she demonstrlled many time~. took only a few seconds to complete. But 
in the choreographer's dream every part of it was eternal. And each time 
it was done, he could imagine himself inside the sphere of the dancer's 
motions, feeling the space suspended gracefully all around him. Inside that 
sonorous, moving space it was impossible lO fut himself to anyone position 
before that vantage point and view dissolved into another and another. 

How well did the emerging construction mirror the scene inside 
the choreographer's mind? For to do so would have meant that all the pre
knowledge memorized in buildings--rules of statics, materials, the canons 
of architectural order-- would have to be swallowed up while the architect 
watched Odile dance until he could see how a beam of steel, which had no 
mind of its ow11, could be made to lose its unpliability and hang like a 
dimer~Sionless line in infinite space. In lhat single disjunction. a gentle and 
pcrl'ect condition of the dance became a chaos of lhe building. Even as it 
gave itself over to more substantial stuff, it became like the asymptotic line 
in a calculus and drawing teasingly nearer and nearer to the 
choroographer'sdrearn. 

IV. DE~OUE:\'IE~'T A~D THE FOURTH PERFOR\1ANCE OF 
SPACE-DA~CE:THEATER 

All collaborations area mystery --the amatory sorcery when one 
thing enters the soul of another and makes it new. Aflcr lhe Indian legend 
in which the God Shiva danced the "fandava" (Dance of Creation) to the 
rhythm of the ··sacred drum," one could hear the eternal vibration in every 
creative act. After Sir Jamcs Hall who thought a Gothic Cathedral might 
be grown from trees, pruned to shape and lashed and plaited together, one 
might sec the stone tracery of charters roiling like limbs on ethereal wind~ 
of colored lighL After the architect."" hocould sec his buildmgrising from 
lheshadows of the griddcd, centripetal ooze., reaching for space the way a 
birdmightfillthemomingsl.:ywithambiguousundulotions,onecouldsee 
motion without time, captured in its own reflections. Then after, the 
choreographer began to instruct his dancers in silent. gestura! metaphors 
drawn on the architecture: The motions of his hands manifoldcd in the 
precious crystalline tensions of the exo·sphere, his movements and the 
formation ofthat.r.pace reaching to touch and learn from one another. And 
there were the dancers lost in their movements inside the restless space like 
feathers drifting on a wind blown dune. 
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C A l l f 0 H 

0 N DIMANDI 

IWAGE REFLEX 

With the re-vision of the Modem, architecture loou to underatand 
iu own hiatory through the image of itHl!. Thia reOedive imace 

mipt be lftn u inatl'UJDeDtal in the attWlpt to recover displaced 
experience, the tnd1tion of the local dfaced by a dominant univeraal 
vision. In an architectural culture atntching from Vienna and Berlin 

in the eut to Vancouver and L.A. in the Wat, there iJ a mythic 
' Wat Cout' that defina a particular locua for the function of 

im.a&K in ordering and re-ordering the field of vilion. Thia i11ue or 
FIFTH COLUMN queries (from Lhe watem periphery) the image in 
the mirror, at once inaide and ouuide of the historical project of the 

modern, and uu: what altemativa preunt themselvea to thia 
aea.n:h for alternative vision? 

THE PLACE--THE FIFTH COLUMN: EAST-OF-MONTREAL 
ISSUE 

An all-TUNS wue afl'orda ua the opportunity for a critique of the 
achool and ita predominant ideaa. The book we will produce ahould 

be reflective of ita place of production without being limply a 
pra.pec.tw of Kbool projecta -- a re-recordinc of projeda presented 

at Khool. 
Wh11e the curriculum ia the more viaceral component of a 

proiT&fD of atudy, the iaaua we addraa throughout the four year 
cycle or work ad in counterpoint to thia 1tructure and conatitute the 
cround in which we work . The idea oC the place ia one that reaonatea 

throuch the curriculum of the School. It it thia idea or The Place 
then that we auc&"eat for theme of the EAST-OF MONTREAL i11ue. 

Strateciea for place-makin& are to inform ita content. 
It i.a •i&"Dificant that the firat project we do -- the* Hut • -

b a proJect without a aite. The iuue of place-makinc ia made more 
conaptcuoua in that firat project perhapa by ita abaence. The notion 

of a phyaical place ia auapended while other criteria for placea are 
conaide~. For aome, thi.a poaea cotUiderable problerN; for othera 

the !reedom of expreuion without pbyaical or imacined corutrainta b 
a liberatin& experience. 

A place would be very little indeed without aomeone to 
experience lt, or, 10meone to conceive it. Placea cxbta within a 
cu!Lure; placu are aoucht out and explored. A place may be a 

fragment o{ paper, an idea, a dealt -- an object or a deatination. A 
place exbta in tirM, or hu u yet to be d.iacovered -- aome would 

argue hu u yet to be made. 
Can anythin& be a place? What ia a place and how doea h 

influence your work? What ia the place of the place. Do you make it, 
do you read it, do you need it? 

Conaider your work and eonaider the pro&'l'am Where are 
your peraonal point• or departure, your peraonal pointa of reference? 

Corulder the woric of your colleaguea -- what are the pointa or 
divergence, where do your ideu eonverce? 

A H I I C l I S 

D I S A H 11 C ll S 

L.IMA.GE: REFLBXE ET REFLEXJON 

Avec la re-vision du modemiame, !'architecture chen:he a corn
prendre IOn hiatoire rkenle a travera aon image propre. Ce reflet 
peut etn COIUidm foodamental a )a recuperation de !'experience 
deplacee d :une tradition locale, qui a'efface aoua une vision domi
nante universelle. Notre culture architecturale a'etend de Vienne et 
Berlin a !'eat, jusqu'a Vancouver et L.A. a J'oueat; mais au sein de 
cette culture, le Weat Cout' mytbique aubaiate encore. La cote 
oueat definit encore un locua imace qui intervient dans !'ordonnance 
et dana la reordonnaoce de notre champ viauel. Ce numero du 
FIFTH COLUMN queationne cette image dans le rniroir. En marge 
du projet hiatorique moderniate, l'oueat demande: quelle sont Ies 
alternativea a cette vision dite alternative? 

LE LIEU - - FIFTH COLUMN: A L.EST DE MONTREAL 

Un oumiro consacre au Technical Univeraity of Nova Scotia et a sa 
critique. Un numero •picial qui ae doit de depuaer la aimple 
publication de aea projeta d 'ecole. 

Taodi.a que le programme acolaire eat fondamental au 
champ d 'itude, dea pointa de concertation a travera nos quatre ans 
de formation etudiante agillent en contrepoint a cette structure et 
Hablillent le champ de notre travail. Dane ce vute champ, l'idee du 
lieu reaonne. Le lieu - ainei done notre theme pour ce numero 
apicial, A L'EST DE MONTREAL. 

Notre p re.mier projet, la "hutte primitive", est un p rojet 
aaoa aite, une reJection sur le aentiment d'un lieu , ou un endroit pour 
reOeter. Comment rendre une place dana !'absence physique du lieu? 
La question demeure 1uependue alora que d'autrea criteres sont 
peaea. La liberte d 'expreaaion doit elle - meme prendre racine en 
quelque terre iHoi&"Dee. 

Un lieu demande en effet aon experience et aa conception. 11 
ex.iate, a priri, au aein de aa culture, pour etre recherche et explore. 
Un lieu peut etre un morceau de papier, quelque idee, cene pierre; 
un objet ou une deatination. Un lieu exiate dana le temps, ou attend 
d'itre decouvert, ou d'itre ere€. 

J'en fail une 'lecture' et je me demande que! eat l'espace 
qu'occupe cette reflexion aur le lieu . Une reflexion bien peraonnelle, 
ou lieu de concertation? 

The FJ(lh Column magar.ine 
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IN THE P~K (sold out) Volume I Number I 

THE " OLD COU:'\T RY" 1:'\FLliE:'\CE Volume I Number 2 

BIG ARCHITECT URE Volume I Number 3 

S~tALL ARCHITECTURE Volume I Number4 

ARCHITECTURALISM Volume 2 Number I 

URllA~IS~1 Volume 2 Number 2 

T HE EAST Volume 2 Number 3 

T HE FRl~GE Volume 2 Number 4 

RATIONAL ARCHITECTl:RE Volume 3 Number I 

POLITICS AND ARCHITECTLRE Volume 3 Number 2 

A CANADIAN ARCHITECT RE Volume 3 Numbers 3&4 

vol u me seven 

Complete your Fifth Column library. 

single issue: $5.00 

(library· $10.00) 

doublcissuc: $10.00 

(library: $20.00) 

Mail check or 

monc)· order to 

The Fifth Column 

number 

Volume4 Number I ~1A~~ERED ARCHITECTURE 

Volume4 Number 2 WRITI~G ARCHITECTURE (sold out) 

Volume4 Numbers3&4 PETER COLL~S SEL ECTED W~G 

Volume 5 Number 1 STL DIES ABROAD 

VolumeS Number2 LECORBUSIE R 

Volume 5 Numbers 3&4 UTOPIAILTOPTE 

Volume 6 Number I T HE HOUSE 

Volume 6 Number 2 ARCHITECTURAL E DVCA TIO:"\ 

Volume 6 Numbers 3&4 D1AGERY A:\1> SniB0~1 

Volume 7 Number I AUTHORITY OF ARCHITECTURE 

Volume7Number2 TECHNOLOGY A.'\'DTHEARCHITECT 

Complctez votre coUcc-

lion numero simple: 

$5.00 (bibliotheque: 

SI 0 .00} numero double: 

SI 0.00 (bibliotheque: 

$20.00} Adressa vos 

cheques ou mandats a: 

The Fifth Column 
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